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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S PEN
The ‘torch’ of DFWA leadership has been passed
from David Jamison to myself (1). It is trite to say
that I have ‘big shoes’ to fill but in reality it is so.
David Jamison resigned from the leadership
position in mid-August after 10 years in the role. In
those ten years David took the DFWA from one
veterans’ organisation among many to the standout
ESO it is today. Over that same period the ESO
community has changed dramatically as the more
traditional ESOs flounder for want of membership and purpose, many
of the post-Vietnam organisations are beginning to fade also while the
more recent generation of veteran’s organisations proliferate over that
magical medium called the ‘web’. Their organisations are referred to as
virtual organisations and they are too numerous to count.
David’s tenure as President DFWA has been lauded in the Federal
Parliament by both the Minister for Veterans Affairs, Dan Tehan, the
Shadow Minister, Amanda Rishworth and the CDF Air Chief Marshal
Mark Biskin. Their tributes and those of others have been a fitting
acknowledgement to a man whose focus has been and continues to be
on the broad issues that swirl around the Australian Defence
Community (ADC). Thank you David for your leadership in challenging
times.
A Busy Time
Since taking on the role of President DFWA I have had to adjust from
the tranquil existence that living in Cairns provides to one of non-stop
activity. Sipping Pina Coladas (as Alf Jaugietis says) on the Esplanade in
Cairns to the non-stop activity I have experienced since moving
toBrisbane has been a truly focussing exercise.
Since the baton was passed in August I have spent three weeks in
Canada and the east Coast of the USA, moved from Cairns to Brisbane,
been to Canberra four times, given four formal presentations on DFWA,
ADSO and “Collaboration”. To say it has been an interesting time is an
understatement.
I have met the Minister for DVA, the Shadow Minister, and also Jacqui
Lambe.

Where to from Here?
This is a most important question not only for the ESOs that inhabit the
veteran community but more seriously for us in the DFWA. Ours is an
organisation, established in 1959 by men who had lived through WW2 and
those from the recently established Permanent Military Forces.The big issue
at the time was, DFRB and its lack of empathy for those in what we now
know as the ADF.That was fought and won, in a fashion, but history tells us
it has been a struggle of one step forward and two steps back.
Pensions or superannuation remain an issue but it is now one among many
that we are being called on to be involved in on behalf of our membership
and those currently serving or recently discharged.
The Future
My challenge now to all of us in the DFWA is to focus on the future. It is
in addressing the future that our destiny lies. Our destiny is not in our past.
If DFWA today and tomorrow is to be true to our forebears and their
determination to make a difference it is to the future that we must set our
course. Evan Donaldson in his article,The Emergence of Micro-ESOS: How
to Understand and Support Them, (pages 7-10) visualises the future through
the eyes of a 21st century veteran. He speaks for those who are the future
of DFWA if we are responsive to their aspirations and get bring them into
the fold. I urge you to read the article, share it around and comment on it.
We have all seen the travails of some ESOs in recent days. Let us not be
complacent and think such will not happen to us. If we fail to establish the
DFWA vision for the future, develop strategic aims and constantly monitor
them we will fail. History tells us that.
At our National Conference in November 2017 I will be asking the State
Branches to look to the future. 2018 will be a planning year for the DFWA
as we reset our course in the crowded space that is the many organisations
that seek to represent the issues of the ADC.
David Jamison has taken us thus far. It is now up to us all in the DFWA to
take us into the future. I look forward to working with you. Take care,
Kel Ryan - National President

(1). Editor’s Note: In accordance with the DFWA constitution, the position of National President DFWA was considered at the DFWA AGM held in
Adelaide in November 2017, and Kel was so appointed.

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH CAMARADERIE ONCE YOU HAVE READ IT?
If you put it in the recycling (or even worse the rubbish) why not
think about taking it to your next Dr/Dentist/Physio/etc appointment
and leave it in the waiting room. It will probably be one of the most
current magazines in the pile and may attract the attention of ADF
members and ex-service men and women and their families.
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NATIONAL OFFICE ROUNDUP (June 2017 to November 2017)
What an arguably crazy year it has been.Yet another
so-to-speak ‘palace coup’ looms at the highest levels
of Government. The art of guiding a steady ship of
State even through calming seas seems a long
forgotten art among those we elect to represent us
in Parliament. Couple that with the churn over the
last three years in Ministerial responsibilities,
particularly in the Veterans’ Affairs and Defence
Personnel portfolios, then no wonder the perception among the men and
women of the ADF and the veterans’ community as a whole, that many of
their concerns never seem to be addressed properly, if addressed at all.
A plethory of outstanding issue of substance remain on the back burner
unresolved, not the least of which are the grievances of our most disabled
veterans who continue to suffer due to the inadequacy of their income
replacement compensation and the adjustments that need to be made to
the ‘economic loss’ component of the Special Rate.And seemingly distant
on the back burner remain the discriminatory provisions of the DFRDB
and MSBS schemes, plus their portability. The pretext not to fix these
issues remains the hackneyed, seemingly never ending ‘need for budgetary
restraint’ excuse.
Has all that affected the work of the DFWA and its Alliance of Defence
Service Organisation partners? The last six months have been ‘testing’, would
be a fair description of the challenges that confronted us. In this half year it
was time again to negotiate the next cycle of the Workplace Remuneration
Arrangement (WRA) for the ADF. Read more on pages 11-15.
Challenges that proved testing on the veterans front surrounded the
frenetic activity by the Senate Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Standing
Committee seeking to inquire into almost every veterans-related Bill
introduced into Parliament. Following on from the inquiry late in 2016
into veterans suicides, in all there have now been four inquiries this year.
DFWA was intimately involved in coordinating inputs to and lodging
submissions on each inquiry. They were as follows:
• Defence Annual Report 2015 – 16 (DFWA Submission);
• Safety, Rehabilitation, Compensation Legislation Amendment (Defence
Force) Bill 2016 (DRCA Bill - ADSO);
• Veterans’ Affairs Legislation Amendment (Digital Readiness and Other
Measures) Bill 2016 (ADSO); and
• Veterans’ Affairs Legislation Amendment (Omnibus) Bill 2017.
A major difficulty with each invitation by the Senate Standing Committee’s
Secretariat was the very short time frame allowed to make a submission.
In the case of the inquiry into the Omnibus Bill, the lead-time was barely
a month., that included a school holiday, Easter break, and ANZAC Day.
DFWA and its ADSO partners found themselves seriously resouce limited.
Otherwise, DFWA has had significant involvement coordinating the
progress towards most major national ESOs agreeing to collaborate and
more closely work together to support serving and former ADF members
and their families. The contention was that not only had such support
been at best disjointed but the defused nature of advocacy efforts had
lead to less than satisfactory policy outcomes.
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The solution was for participating national ESOs to come together under
a ‘Compact’ agreeing to a commitment ‘to promote and protect the well
being of members of the Australian Defence Community in a collaborative
manner. The commitment to joint collaboration is to be based on each
organization agreeing to collaborate in an environment of mutual respect
and trust’.
The state of play today is that 21 ESOs are working together under that
arrangement, including RSL National who are a signatory and an
enthusiastic participant. Although the framework for closer cooperation
is still in the development phase, the good news is that those participating
ESO were ready when on the 14 August 2017 the Veterans Affair Minister
made a statement in Parliament that included “we best honour the diggers
of the First World War by supporting the service men and women, the
veterans and the families of today. It is important that all Australians
understand the unique nature of service”.
Those words immediately re-affirmed the prevailing thinking of today’s
veterans and their families far and wide. Much else was of interest in that
Ministerial Statement but none more than the ‘challenge’ by the Minister
for the veterans’ community to not only respond to what he had said but
to do so ‘with a single voice’.
The collaborative process that had already put in place by particiapting
ESOs allowed most to quickly agree to words that, on 12 September 2017,
were offered to the Minister in reply to his challenge. Those words can
be accessed on the DFWA web site and in Hansard now as well since the
Minister was give leave to post them on permanent Parliamewntary
House record. What more evidence is need that cooperation leads to
positive outcomes.
Perhaps enough on that issue. In closing, yet again I would like to give
thanks on two fronts. First, to those who joined as full time or virtual
members of DFWA. By joining, our voice grew louder and more influential
when dealing with decision-makers in Parliament on conditions of service
and veterans’ issues. The foregoing paragraphs touched on the progress.
But much work remains to redress a number of issues going forward.
Thus, subscriptions via memberships are important – please support us
in that regard.
A big thanks also to our Corporate sponsor, the Bradford Exchange who
continue to generously support our cause and the work we do on behalf
of all serving men and women of the ADF. And indeed on behalf of the
veterans who once served as well. The company produces and markets
high quality collectable memorabilia, particularly ones that are relevant to
this the ANZAC Centenary period. .
Finally and to perhaps make another plea to add to the membership one,
your small or other donation will help immeasurably with our work on
behalf of the Military family. And as always, your feedback on any issue of
concern is most welcome.Wishing all members, friends and readers of these
pages the very best for the festive season and for a safe and happy new year.
Alf Jaugietis - Executive Director
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MICRO-EX SERVICE ORGANISATIONS
HOW TO UNDERSTAND AND SUPPORT THEM
Evan Donaldson and Joseph Norman, PhD - September 2017
Australia has a veterans’ crisis involving a multitude of diverse issues. The
prevailing assumption is that an explicitly coordinated top-down approach,
centrally designed and led by government, is required to address these
issues. This assumption is wrong and an alternative has already formed.
In the last five years, a collection of self-organized communities has
emerged in the veteran community herein referred to as micro-ex-service
organisations (micro-ESOs). There are hundreds of micro-ESOs
throughout Australia and more are emerging every week. Most microESOs are not recognised as an ESO as defined by Department of Veterans
Affairs (DVA) - nor do they need to be.
Micro-ESOs have formed in response to gaps in veteran services that
were not identified in Canberra, yet are being successfully addressed by
these emergent organizations / communities. A design-like order has
emerged with no central builder or planner. In contrast to traditional
ESOs that are defined by Unit or Campaign, veterans responsible for
micro-ESOs have organised themselves around issues. Despite their
autonomous origins, micro-ESOs share common characteristics, while
simultaneously adapting unique solutions to the issues they address. This
is important because if we can identify and understand the common
characteristics of micro-ESOs and how they respond to veteran needs,
we can form an approach to nurture them without the need to
understand or dictate the details of exactly how each organisation solves
problems. Indeed, the quest to have such a detailed understanding of how
every micro-ESO functions to support the needs of the community could
itself harm or destroy the ability to meet those needs.This essay offers a
conceptual logic for understanding micro-ESOs as un-designed, emergent
entities and promotes a policy of nurturing their organic growth, as
opposed to imposing them via construction, as the most effective means
of supporting the veteran community.
Characteristics of micro-ESOs
Micro-ESOs are typically composed of an individual or small number of
veterans, or close friends or relatives of veterans, with extensive subject
expertise on an issue affecting veterans such as entitlements, mental
health, transition-employment, or homelessness. Unlike the membership
model of traditional ESOs, micro-ESOs develop social networks, which
veterans then use as a resource. They emerge in direct response to the
needs of veterans via information sharing, often across social media
platforms. Typically, there are no membership fees, rather information and
personal duty/satisfaction are the main currency of these networks.
Advocacy and outreach follow if required. They are largely self-funded

with small donations or reimbursements from others including traditional
ESOs, government and private donors.
Micro-ESOs are often mistakenly referred to as virtual ESOs. Although
most have an online presence – for instance on Facebook - the virtual
element is simply a means of connecting. The interactions, functions, and
results often extend well beyond the virtual. Much like a highway does
not define the destination or the vehicle that take you there, web
platforms are simply the conduit for information exchange.
Micro-ESOs, by their nature, reflect an important element about veteran
engagement. They understand that in the first instance, veterans seek
information on their issue, not advocacy. There was a time when the
holder of that information was the local RSL sub-branch advocate. A
veteran would contact the RSL to find out more about their entitlements
or other issues and advocacy would follow, if required. Today, that
information is accessible online, usually through Facebook groups run by
other veterans. There is a Facebook group for every veteran issue. But,
although veterans can find the information they need directly from microESOs online, advocacy is stuck in the old model. Qualified advocates, as
recognised by DVA, are almost all attached to traditional ESOs. There are
practical reasons for this, including funding and insurance. However, microESOs have shown that serving the veteran community need not be
through the RSL or traditional ESOs. The challenge is how to train, pay
and support advocates who are not part of the traditional ESO network.
The term advocacy is used interchangeably within the veteran community
to refer to all forms of representation and support for veterans including
lobbying. The authors refer to advocacy herein without defining the
context in every instance. We trust that the reader will make the correct
distinction. When referring to advocates however, we generally mean
those people who are suitably trained and accredited to assist veterans
with claims for entitlements under legislation.
Traditional ESOs
The characteristics of micro-ESOs differ from traditional ESOs.
Traditional ESOs are formed by Association, defined by where you served
in the ADF (Unit) or overseas (Campaign). For instance, if you were
infantry, you join the Royal Australian Regiment Association (RAR). If you
live in Queensland then you join the RAR Association branch in
Queensland.The RSL has a similar State Branch model which traditional
ESOs have adopted. This approach imposes artificial and ultimately
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limiting parameters on veterans seeking information or advocacy on a
multitude of complex issues. It aggregates veterans based on superficial
parameters rather than the ones most relevant to an individual and the
issues they are experiencing.This is not to suggest that traditional ESOs
have not advocated for veterans across diverse issues. Nevertheless, their
effectiveness is limited by their constitution. This is not a new problem.
Veteran, advocate, ESO researcher and current President of the Defence
Force Welfare Association (DFWA) Kel Ryan, has written extensively on
traditional ESOs. Ryan’s research shows that traditional ESOs were not
established as inclusive veteran advocacy organisations. ESOs have always
limited their membership by association and location, constraining who
they advocate for and on what issues. Ryan writes;
In 1916 the RSL was established as an organisation for ‘returned
men’ only. This term referred to those who volunteered to join
the 1st AIF, had served overseas, and ‘returned’. The RSL is not a
national organisation but rather a federation of state
organisations established under separate state legislation.
These two terms, ‘AIF’ and ‘returned men’ (now veteran)
resonated across the RSL until the 1980s as they meant that
membership was restricted to those who met these criteria.
Those who enlisted but did not go overseas during the world
wars (500,000 men and women) were denied membership of
what became the core grouping in local communities across the
country – the RSL sub-branch.
That included those who defended Darwin against the Japanese
because they were not “returned”. It is a hurt that resonates
even today among their children and grandchildren. Members of
militia battalions who fought on the Kokoda Trail and at Milne Bay
in the early days of the Japanese War were also excluded –
because they were conscripts, not AIF. Even though militia
members were accepted in 1944 the damage was done creating
a permanent rift among many who vowed never to join.
A more recent example is that of a father who served four years
during WW2 in Australia whose only son, a conscript, was killed
in Vietnam and commemorated by his local RSL. An RSL the
father could not join.

Community expectation of the RSL as an all-inclusive, all representative
ESO is misplaced. It was never the case. The RSL, and traditional ESOs
that adopted the RSL’s constitutional framework, have always been
exclusive ESOs in some form (Ryan 2013). In addition to the exclusive
nature of traditional ESOs, a significant proportion of veterans have
issues that simply fall outside their purview.Whether it is because they
do not qualify – as members - or that the issue they are facing is not
one the ESO is able to address, the outcome is the same: veterans in
need of support are turning elsewhere and that’s usually to each other.
Veterans are bearing the costs and responsibility of supporting fellow
veterans.
Marketing ESOs
In addition to traditional ESOs and micro-ESOs, another kind of
organization has attempted to posture as a solution to veterans’ issues
– we call these Marketing ESOs.
Carpet baggers or rent seekers, whatever you call them, these ESOs are
formed by opportunists seeking to capitalise both financially and socially
on the back of veterans. Because of their public relations (PR) focus
and tightly woven narratives, marketing ESOs attract the support of
politicians and other public figures chasing public exposure without
getting their hands dirty on veterans’ issues. Marketing ESOs capture
large donations from private donors and members of the public. Funds
raised by marketing ESOs are disproportionately directed to employee
and director salaries and further fund raising. Marketing ESOs ultimately
harm the collective as donations intended for veterans’ causes are
redirected to a small group of individuals.
Characteristics of ESOs
The table below summarizes and compares the characteristics of the
three kinds of ESOs, highlighting the ways micro-ESOs fill gaps that the
other models are not able to.

ESOs

MARKETING BASED MODEL

TRADITIONAL ESOs

MICRO-ESOs

Role - real and perceived

Awareness - narrowly defines
veterans’ issues to avoid controversy
- focuses on brand/image/narrative.

The Alliance of Defence Service
Organisations (ADSO) seeks to be
the “voice of the Defence
Community”.

Responds purely to stimuli - where
there is need from the veteran
community, a micro-ESO emerges.

Group of Associations defined
mostly by Unit or Campaign that
seeks to provide advocacy to
veterans and represent veteran
issues to government and public.
Constitution

High profile board, paid executives,
defined by physical premises and
limited by geography/location,
resource intensive.

Formed by Association - Unit or
Campaign (mostly)
State based branches
Membership based
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Single founder (up to three founders)
- supported by spouse or family,
almost exclusively virtual (Facebook),
not limited by geography or location,
follower based.
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ESOs

MARKETING BASED MODEL

TRADITIONAL ESOs

MICRO-ESOs

Approach

Public relations focused, everything
by design, carefully controlled,
outcomes known.

Advocacy restricted to members and
expertise restricted by what the
Association can offer.

Issue focused. No membership
required. Information first, advocacy
follows. Not restricted by where you
served or where you live.

If you served in XYZ Unit you join
XYZ Association in the State you
reside and they will advocate for you
whatever your issue.

Veterans become followers; both
veteran and organisation rely on the
mutual exchange of information.

Management

Highly paid, corporate structure,
much talk of governance yet always
poor governance.

Volunteer based - advanced aged supported by retirees/pensioners
from Unit/Campaign.

Volunteer (1-3), but also self-funded
(skin in the game), no awards, no
recognition - don’t want either, bare
minimum ‘governance’ if at all.

Relationship with
government/
establishment

Close. Intrinsically linked through
personal and professional ties, social
circles. Attracts politicians.

Have access to government, historic
professional ties and awards club
mentality on the part of government.
You have a OAM? Ok we’ll meet with
you.

Sceptical->cynical of government and
the establishment.

Origins and life cycle

Most formed in last 5-7 years.

Most formed over 20-100 years ago.
Ageing membership base, deacceleration in new membership. Will
continue to exist for another 20-50
years as long as the basis of the
Association still exists.

Estimated 95% formed in the last 5
years in response to need.

Formed by committee as public
showed willingness to donate money
to veterans causes in response to
media coverage of veterans’ issues.

Will cease to exist once need from
veteran community diminishes.
Natural disintegration.

Will exist as long as there is money
captured from the public on the back
of veterans.

That is, if the Royal Australia
Regiment is still a force the ADF in
20 years, there will be an RAR
Association.
There is unlikely to be a Vietnam
Veterans’ Association in 20 years
time.

Response to change /
shocks / controversy

Fragile to public opinion. Relies on
glossy PR for donations. Therefore,
constrained by PR.
When these groups have internal
problems, the entire organisation
becomes ineffectual for the collective
(veteran community).

Robust - only relies on the existence
of the association / campaign
members. So long as the Unit or
campaign participants are alive the
ESO will exist.
Does not have the ability to adapt to
change.

Antifragile - when the founders of
micro-ESOs different on how to
respond to need they splinter and a
new micro-ESO forms which
addresses the need in a different way.
Conflict amongst and within microESOs benefits the veteran
community (the collective).
Veterans don’t care who runs the
ESO. If they address the needs of
veterans, they will continue to be in
demand. In this sense, they have
evolutionary properties.

Effectiveness

Focus is inward (donations, PR).
Narrow view of veterans; defined by
what’s marketable. Unwilling to
address awkward issues effecting
veterans; victims of ADF abuse,
drug/alcohol abuse, crime,
homelessness.

Effectiveness limited by structure
(Association & state/location based),
not suited to many complex issues
facing veterans.

Highly effective at addressing
veterans’ issues as they were formed
in direct response to need (stimuli)
not planning, design, assumptions.

Reduced by aged and declining
membership.

Extremely low costs base and
unlimited virtual reach connects

Tries to apply order to micro-SEOs

Continued overpage
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ESOs

MARKETING BASED MODEL

TRADITIONAL ESOs

MICRO-ESOs

Effectiveness cont.

Limited reach (operate out of
offices) and single point of failure
(no overlap in services).

and veteran community to have a
united voice. Intervention doesn’t
work with self-organising entities
with emergent properties.

micro-SEOs and veterans who can
respond quickly to need.

Background of Founders /
Board members /
Advisors

Generalists; suitability defined by
public profile and ability to attract
funding (Retired General, business
person, marketing/PR type).

Veterans, many years’ experience in
traditional ESOs, tireless volunteers
for veterans, most of advanced age.

The overlap in services by microESOs creates redundancy and greater
options for veterans and their
families.
Issue specialist; deep understanding
and experience of the issue and need
they are responding to.
Self-taught - had to do it themselves.

Access to and influence within
government and establishment.
Desire to support veterans - very
narrowly - but never rock the boat
with government or the establishment.

The RSL and Legacy are excluded from this table.They are the largest and
most recognisable ESOs. Their brand recognition in the Australian psyche
dwarf all other ESOs, as does their revenue. Due to their size, they can’t
be compared with marketing, traditional or micro-ESOs.The author thinks
of the RSL and Legacy more of a financial utility for the veteran community
than advocacy organisation. Recent and past turmoil notwithstanding, the
RSL has the ability - at least financially - to have a positive impact on the
veteran community. While the RSL’s ability to generate revenues has
grown, its role in veteran advocacy has diminished. This is not a criticism
of the RSL, but rather an opportunity for the RSL to relinquish its
advocacy role and focus exclusively on allocating resources to support
the veteran community by empowering micro-ESO’s which serve veterans
more effectively.
How to nurture micro-ESOs without harming them
Despite the best of intentions, intervention is typically harmful to selforganising entities. Any activity which disrupts the organisation from
responding directly to stimuli (need) disrupts its functional attributes,
which are often non-obvious. This causes the system to become less
effective, and ultimately harms the collective it is intended to serve.
Typical interventions proposed by bureaucratic types include attempts to
organise micro-ESOs, “getting them to work together”, imposing
governance, or providing too much funding which would cause them to
change their composition, incentives, and function, affecting their ability
to address the needs of the veteran community. Further, attempts to
sustain micro-ESOs beyond the need for which they were formed is
wasteful and misses what is unique and valuable about them. Ideally,
micro-ESOs should be supported in responding directly to the needs of
the veteran community and disintegrate when that need no longer exists.
Micro-ESOs perform their function best when they are left alone.
However, founders risk financial ruin if left to fund the organisations
themselves. As need increases, micro-ESO founders are stretching their
finances to respond. As veterans themselves, or someone touched by
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Advisors are other veterans or
relative/spouse/friend. Often don’t
have a board, those that do find them
a distraction/unnecessary.

veteran plight, they are driven by obligation arising from need in the
veteran collective. Many incur significant financial debts in fulfilling this role.
However, this self-funding model has the advantage of avoiding misaligned
incentives. The authors believe that micro-ESOs are the most effective
organisations for supporting veterans and, in economic terms, the most
efficient.
In order to nurture micro-ESOs, founders should be supported in
responding directly to veterans’ needs without risking personal financial
ruin. But if intervention is harmful how do you nurture these organisations
without detracting from their core function?
The most effective way for the government to play their role in addressing
the needs of veterans is not to institutionalize or subsume micro-ESOs,
nor is it to directly fund them through one-off grants. Rather, to nurture
the organic and spontaneous nature of micro-ESOs, the authors propose
a refund model that relieves the burden on those individuals who
volunteer their time and resources to aid veterans. A refund model, for
certain operating costs, would allow micro-ESOs to serve the veteran
community within their means while insulating them from ruin. The refund
model supports micro-ESOs without intervening in function of the
organisation. But nothing is free. The authors assume that the Australian
government is serious about helping veterans, but naturally want to
account for how resources are expensed and can measure what impact
those resources are having.The value exchange is clear: data for funding.
In exchange for refunding direct costs, the micro-ESO would share depersonalised information with government to help them allocate
resources most effectively. Conceptually, this approach is sensible but
practical implementation of such a scheme will require additional efforts.
Authors: Evan Donaldson B.A is an Australian Army veteran.
Joseph Norman is a complex systems and data scientist with a PhD in Complex
Systems and Brain Sciences.
Special thanks to Kelvyn Ryan PhD, Michael Baron von Berg MC, OAM and Professor
Nassim Taleb whose ideas and teachings brought the authors together.
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THE ADF WAGE CASE
WHAT THE DFWA TOLD THE TRIBUNAL
On 16 August 2017 the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal sat to
consider the Offer made by the Commonwealth and ADF for the ADF
Workplace Remuneration Arrangement 2017-2020.
The Tribunal considered the formal submission submitted by the DFWA.
The DFWA received many comments from ADF members, many of
which were included in our submission and we sincerely thank them all
for their valuable input. It allowed the Tribunal to consider direct
comments from ADF members and their families.
The Tribunal subsequently agreed to the Offer which provides for for
three annual increases of 2% in each of the three years of the
Arrangement, with no offsets imposed on conditions of service such as
allowances, leave etc. The first pay increase of 2% will be effective from
02 November 2017.
In summary, the detailed submission presented by the DFWA to the
Tribunal concluded:
a. DFWA is firmly of the opinion that the proposed 2/2/2% offer
is at best marginally acceptable, as on current projections it
will in all probably result in a diminution of spending power
for most ADF families, and particularly those on lower pay
grades.
b. We are disappointed to see that the Government has pursued
a strategy of providing less than the current Treasury forecast
for CPI and WPI movement. We believe that, in time, such an
approach can only make it more difficult for Defence to
recruit and more particularly, to retain the high-quality people
it needs in a technological age.
c. Because this matter has been brought pursuant to s58KD of
the Defence Act, the Tribunal may only give effect to the WRA,
or not. We do not believe rejection would be in the best
interests of ADF members and we therefore extend our
reluctant support for the Offer.

THE DFWA SUBMISSION IN FULL
(Editor’s Note: references to s58 refer to sections of the Defence Act. An
explanation is provided at the end of the submission)
Introduction
1. The DFWA (the Association) is grateful to the Tribunal for allowing
us to Intervene in this matter. We believe it is important that ADF
members have a ‘third party’ who will represent their views without fear
or favour, and we have endeavoured to do so in this submission.
2. The Association also notes that development of this Arrangement
has been conducted in a timely and collaborative manner and we wish
to particularly thank both the Director of Military Remuneration and
the DFRT Secretariat who both kept us well informed during the process.
3. Our methodology during the development of this Workplace
Remuneration Arrangement (WRA) was similar to that employed in the
last.We promulgated details of the proposed Arrangement by direct email
contact, social media, through our website and by means of our triannual
periodical “Camaraderie”, and we invited all ADF members to offer
comments or views by means of a specific email address set up for that
purpose. We received a significant number of comments - a selection of
which can be found at the end of this submission.
4. The tenor of the input we received was quite different to that of
the 2014 process, which was typified by a strong sense of injustice and a
deal of anger. In contrast, the 2017 comments – although not necessarily
supportive of the proposed Arrangement – were for the most part
constructive, well considered and informed. We therefore did not feel it
necessary to undertake a formal survey, as we did in the previous
Arrangement, as we believe the material we received is sufficient to
present to the Tribunal with a balanced and representative view.
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5. Like the members we represent, we welcome the fact that there are
no direct offsets to ‘pay’ for the WRA, as was initially proposed in 2014
and resulted in significant backlash. Similarly, we strongly support the
concept of describing ADF output as ‘capability’ rather than ‘productivity’,
which has been the dubious yardstick of the past. We hope that both
initiatives continue in future Arrangements.
6. In consideration of this matter we are cognisant of the economic
climate, which is typified by subdued wage growth. Most of the people
who sent us feedback understood this environment too, but made valid
points nonetheless to suggest the offer may be considered inadequate
compared to anticipated wage growth and cost of living pressures. Our
job is to represent the sentiment of these members who, for one reason
or another, feel they cannot use the more traditional channels. In doing
so we will probably challenge some long held views.
Some Comments on the DECA Offer
7. The Association received some comment suggesting there is a
widely-held perception that the 3/2/1% pay distribution offered to
Defence Civilians provides a better outcome than the 2/2/2% currently
proposed for ADF members under this WRA. Mathematically this is not
the case.
8. We have also been at some pains to point out that in any case
Defence Civilians are still significantly behind ADF members as a result of
almost three years of rejection of their DECA. In any case, the Association
believes any deficiencies in the DECA process or outcome must not
impact on any consideration of a WRA case.
The Adequacy of the Proposed Offer
9. We note at paragraph 42 of the Reference that the Parties do not
consider CPI to be a determinant in considering the quanta of the
Arrangement, due to the volatility of the Index and the need to negotiate
each Arrangement within the fiscal circumstances of the time. We agree
that the CPI is not a factor that should be directly linked to or indeed drive
the outcome of the Arrangement.We suggest, however, that the CPI is, and
always has been, a vital measure by which members can make some
assessment of the relative value of the offer - both in the maintenance of
their spending power and as a function of the economic forecast for the
life of the Arrangement. As such it is an important yardstick as to the
adequacy of the offer (in conjunction with other factors such as what offsets,
if any, are imposed).
10. We also note that at paragraph 44 of the Reference the parties
observed the proposed quantum of 2% per annum to be ‘within the range
of the current Wage Price Index and CPI figures.’ We respectfully submit
that this is a retrospective view, and that ADF members are far more
interested in how the proposed quantum will fare against these indices over
the forward period, rather than the current or the past.
11. The great majority of members who responded to us made the point
that whilst they understood the current fiscal environment is tight, they
believed that their employer had an obligation to at least provide for wage
growth that maintained their spending power. In other words, they believed
their annual pay increments should keep pace with inflation at the very least.
The consensus within the responses we received was that the proposed
2/2/2% offer would not do this.
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12. In consideration of this matter we have examined, to the best of our
ability, the forecast inflation trend for the next three years. Such forecasts
vary depending on the source, so we have used only the Treasury Economic
& Fiscal Outlook as this represents the Government’s own view on the
future.
13. Regrettably the mid-year 2017 forecast was not available at the time
of preparing this submission (although it should be later this year), and so
we relied on the previous forecast.This predicts a CPI movement of 2% for
the FY just ended (FY16/17) and thereafter a trend upwards as shown
below:

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

CPI

2.25%

2.50%

2.50%

WP

2.75%

3.14%

3.50%

14. The Wages Price Index (WPI) is also trending upwards, as shown, but
at a faster rate than CPI. This suggests that wages growth is expected to
diverge upwards from its current position at or close to the CPI. This
proposition was supported by the Treasurer in his May 2017 Budget Speech,
in which he stated ‘…the signs of an improving global economy are there to
see’, and ‘…wage growth is expected to increase from around two percent to
above three percent over the next four years.’
15. If the Government’s own projection is that the cost of living and WPI
will increase above 2% in each year of the coming triennial, then the offer
of a flat 2% pa could be seen as a deliberate strategy to diminish the
purchasing power of ADF members.We believe that if this is the outcome,
it will ultimately impact on morale and, in the longer term, on retention.
It will also hamper the ADF’s efforts to attract and retain high quality
people to meet the capability needs of today and the future.
16. We are especially concerned for more junior members of the ADF,
whose dollar increase will be smaller because of their lower wage. In many
cases these members are subject to the same cost increases as higher
ranking members, so the impact upon them is greater. Of note, in the
feedback we received the most strident advocates for a better offer were
all from ADF members of the rank of SGT(E) or below.
17. The DFWA will examine the 2017 Economic Forecast when it is
published, and update this submission if the projected rates change
significantly.
Increase in ADF Charges
18. Many of the comments we received concerned the effect of other
charges on ADF members. There is a strong perception that the
Government is giving with one hand and taking away with the other.
19. Of particular concern amongst those ADF families utilising Defence
Housing Australia (DHA) rentals is the impact of Group Rental Scheme
(GRS) increase, which is levied periodically. For example, in January 2017
the GRS contribution for a Service Residence Classification ‘A’ dwelling
(the base level for CPL and below) increased from $466.01 pf to $481.30
pf. Assuming no other increase during the remainder of this year, this
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translates to a 3.3% annual increase, or a fortnightly dollar amount of
$15.29. At the other end of the scale the GRS contribution on an RB4/D
dwelling (COL/BRIG) increased by 3.5%.

The 58KD Process
26. In February 2017 we wrote to the DFRT seeking leave to Intervene in
this matter. In that letter we said:

20. The impact of such an increase on a Private (PTE) on PG2, for
example, is very significant. If a similar GRS increase is levied in Jan 18, for
example, it will immediately consume 50% of the member’s net 2% increase
of about $30.00 per fortnight.2 Moreover, the timing of the GRS increase
is typically about the time the WRA pay increase would be flowing into
the member’s bank account. No wonder there is a ‘left hand, right hand’
perception.

‘It has become the custom to make WRA submissions under s.58KD that,
as the Tribunal has itself observed, effectively restricts its powers. We
wonder why this is so. The consideration of these Arrangements, which
directly affect the great majority of ADF members, is arguably the most
important matter in the Tribunal’s calendar – and yet its ability to properly
consider and guide the outcome is denied. Such restriction undoubtedly
serves the government well but not the ADF member, who is neither an
employee-at-law nor entitled to any collective industrial representation.The
only body of arbitration available to uniformed personnel is the Tribunal
and we believe it should not be fettered.’

21. Of interest, a similar calculation for a LTCOL(E) on PG8 suggests a
percentage GRS increase of this magnitude on an RB4 dwelling would
consume 37% of the member’s net increase.This is still a significant amount,
but it illustrates the disproportionate impact on members on lower pay
grades.
22. There are, of course, other pressures on family budgets. For example,
electricity for Energy Australia customers in NSW rose by 19.6% from 01
July 2017, giving a projected increase of $12.30 per fortnight per
household.3 This alone consumes most of the remainder of a 2% pay rise
for a very junior member living in a DHA home, leaving virtually nothing
for other cost of living increases.
23. The Association is aware that the Tribunal has no jurisdiction over
non-Defence charges such as gas and electricity (which impact on all
Australians), or Defence related charges such as GRS increases, nor, for
that matter, any other internal conditions of service matters (under 58B
Determinations). We have made the point not because we think a 58KD
fettered Tribunal can change the proposed WRA rates, but to illustrate
what might be regarded as a ‘reasonable’ pay increase will, in fact, fail to
keep pace with everyday cost of living increases.
Offsets
24. We have indicated our strong support for the fact that directly
correlated ‘offsets’ will not be used to ‘pay’ for the WRA increases. This
differs markedly from the situation originally proposed in the 2014 WRA,
which caused significant angst amongst a great majority of ADF members
and resulted in significant public backlash.
25. Notwithstanding, there is concern amongst some members that
conditions of service or other entitlements could still be changed as
‘offsets by stealth’ during the life of the WRA, also noting that the DFRT
has no jurisdiction (or even visibility) over 58B Determinations. We do
not suggest that the ADF would deliberately employ such a strategy. We
also understand that changes are made to many 58B conditions of service
parameters on a frequent basis as part of their management; but we
highlight the dichotomy between the DFRT’s close visibility of pay and
allowances in the nature of pay, and their lack of visibility of a raft of
other conditions of service that are of vital interest to the financial wellbeing of ADF members.We respectfully suggest that the Tribunal provides
detail of any consideration of this matter in its Reasons for Decision,
including whether there might be circumstances to warrant an overall
reassessment of the WRA and, if so, what the trigger for such a
reconsideration might be.

27. We understand it is outside the remit of the Tribunal to dictate how
matters will be brought before it. We also understand why it is in the
interest of the two Parties to present ‘an agreed case’ in a matter of such
financial magnitude: but we again make the point that the use of clause 58KD
is not in the interests of ADF members who have no formal representative
body and no effective bargaining power, and who therefore rely on the
Tribunal to facilitate a fair and reasonable outcome. We believe that if the
Government is serious about presenting a fair pay case it should allow its
authorised body to take into account all matters impacting on pay, even
though they have no control or jurisdiction over other charges.
The Adequacy of CPI as a Measure of Inflation
28. Some members raised the issue of the adequacy of the Consumer
Price Index as an effective measure of inflation. There is a perception that
it falls short of the increases people must pay to maintain their standard of
living. Indeed, it is this reality that the Association has long been basing its
campaigns on, calling for indexation fairness for Defence superannuation.
29. The CPI measures the change of a price of items in a ‘Basket of Goods’
between one period and another. The common understanding is that the
change thus calculated will keep pace with the prices that an average
consumer would have to pay for that basket.
30. The Australian Bureau of Statistics goes to considerable lengths to
ensure that each item is unchanged in any material way: but in doing so they
make assumptions that, in reality, may not be wholly reflected in consumers’
spending habits. For example, if a member replaces their washing machine
and the old model has been superseded by a newer, more expensive version,
this is the price they must pay.The CPI calculation only considers what the
original model would cost if it were still available that day, which is invariably
less.
31. This concept is true even if the price of an item has diminished. An
example would be the humble two slice toaster. For many years such a
device had a single knob to adjust the degree of browning.The mechanism
was electro mechanical, but more modern toasters have an electronic one
using low cost solid-state components. The new mechanism makes it easy
to incorporate additional controls for "defrost" and "rewarming". Let us say
that the old toaster sold for $45 and the new one for $38. What the
consumer saves is a reduction of $7. But the rather dramatic improvement
in its features means that to compare like-with-like the ABS must make an
estimate of the price that the old model would sell at if it was still available.
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Let us assume $25. That means that a reduction in price of $20 goes into
the CPI calculation, not $7.

believe rejection would be in the best interests of ADF members
and we therefore extend our reluctant support for the proposal.

32. The international standards which specify how the CPI should be
measured assert that the CPI is Cost of Living Index which measures the
change in the "cost of living" from one period to the next. This may be a
valid assumption in times of stable technology, however rapid technological
change means rapid obsolescence of vast swathes of consumer goods and
a constantly changing landscape in the market place. The underlying
philosophy of the CPI – measurement of price change with no change in
quality – is inadequate in these circumstances.4

Reflections on the Impact of s58B
38. Aside from the fact that the offer is below projected cost of living
increases, we are particularly concerned about the lack of any visibility
the Tribunal has over the potential impact of s58B increases on ADF
members.As noted above, changes to financial conditions of service (such
as GRS increases) can and do rapidly diminish the benefits of a marginal
pay increase, and particularly for lower paid members.

33. The inadequacy of the CPI as an indexation mechanism is well
understood. A 2001 Senate Inquiry recommended that indexation other
than CPI be introduced for pensions, applying equally to both
Commonwealth and State scheme. Two further Senate enquiries in 2002
and 2005 recommended a change in the existing indexation methodology.
Neither major political party has agreed, with the exception of a single
change.5
34. Following a concerted campaign by a very well organised group of
military organisations under the lead of the DFWA, the Coalition agreed, if
elected at the 2013 election, to provide fair indexation to members of the
two older military schemes, DFRB/DFRDB, who were 55+ years old by
breaking the reliance on just CPI.The promise was honoured following the
Coalition’s win.
35. That left DFRDB and DFRB superannuants aged under 55 with CPI
indexation, as it did all MSBS military members, (176,000) and civilian
Commonwealth/Territory/State superannuants. Despite this dichotomy, it
can be said that the role of CPI as an inadequate measure of increases in
the cost of living has been acknowledged by Government.
36. We acknowledge again that it clearly outside the Tribunal’s remit to
buy into the above matters. In consideration of the adequacy of pay increases,
CPI has been used as the inflation yardstick for many years. We raise the
point to illustrate that in our technological age there is a growing realisation
that CPI is not an adequate measure, and that the proposed 2/2/2%, which
already falls behind in purely numerical terms, is in reality an even more
inadequate pay rise to maintain ADF members’ standards of living. We
respectfully submit that the Tribunal should be cognisant of this fact.
DFWA Position on the Proposed 6% WRA
37. Having regard to all the above, the Association makes the following
conclusions:
a. DFWA is firmly of the opinion that the proposed 2/2/2% offer
is at best marginally acceptable, as on current projections it
will in all probably result in a diminution of spending power for
most ADF families, and particularly those on lower pay grades.
b. We are disappointed to see that the Government has pursued
a strategy of providing less than the current Treasury forecast
for CPI and WPI movement. We believe that, in time, such an
approach can only make it more difficult for Defence to recruit
and more particularly, to retain the high-quality people it needs
in a technological age.
c. Because this matter has been brought pursuant to s58KD the
Tribunal may only give effect to the WRA, or not. We do not
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39. Accordingly, we would welcome any approach from the Tribunal
towards ongoing monitoring of the impact of a lower-than-CPI pay case,
and its consideration of what circumstances, if any, might warrant a reportback to the Tribunal and/or reconsideration of any remaining portion of
the Arrangement.
Annexes: (These annexes are available on the DFWA website)
A. Example of Wage/GRS calculation for a member at PTE rank.
B. Samples of emails received by the DFWA (names and contact details removed).
Footnotes:
1. DHA data. See https://www.dha.gov.au/housing/member- entitlement-policy
2. Assuming the DFRT gives effect to the WRA. See Annex A for calculation.
3. Source: Energy Australia. Other electricity providers have levied similar increases.
4
‘The Consumer Price Index in Periods of Rapid Technological Change’ by Tom
Hayes, Nov 16.
5. From a paper by the Australian Council of Public Sector Retiree Organisations,
John Coleman, July 2017.

EXPLAINING s35B, s58H s58KD of the Defence Act
The Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal is an independent statutory
body established pursuant to the Defence Act 1903. Matters referred to
the Tribunal are typically considered in one of two ways: pursuant to
Section 58H of the Act, or pursuant to Section 58KD of the Act.
Section 58H allows the Tribunal to inquire into and determine the salaries
and relevant allowances to be paid to members, or in respect of other matters
brought before it. A matter referred under Section 58H therefore allows the
Tribunal to either accept, reject, or change it according to their own
consideration. In this way the Tribunal’s powers are not limited: it may agree
to the proposal brought before it, dismiss it, or determine changes to it.

By contrast, Section 58KD of the Act states the Tribunal may, in making a
determination, give effect to any agreement reached between the Parties
(that is, the Minister (acting on behalf of the Commonwealth) and the CDF
(acting on behalf of all ADF members)).This significantly limits the Tribunal’s
authority as it has no power to change the proposal. It can only accept it
as is, or reject it.
Historically, Workplace Remuneration Arrangements are always brought
to the Tribunal as matters agreed between the Parties, and so are typically
the only occasions where Section 58KD is used.
Finally, Section 58B refers to those matters that the Minister can directly
control, and are outside the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. In this case it refers
to matters relating to changes that the Department of Defence can levy
on members – such as GRS, rations and quarters, etc.
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WHAT HAS
HAPPENED TO OUR

WARRIOR ETHICS?
I am getting increasingly concerned and disappointed in the foul
language, hostile vitriol, playing the man and the woman, instead of
the ball with what I see and read on social media.
http://rarnational.org.au/happened-warrior-ethics/
In normal circumstances I would simply ignore this nasty and focused
attack on the employees of the Department of Veteran Affairs but
when it not only reflects on them but the many ex members of the
veteran community who are working with DVA trying to make a
difference for the greater good; I find this behavior and the language
directed towards a female employee of the Department abhorrent
and cowardly and not what is expected of the warrior class. Free
speech is a given and the airing of complaints is a right when
deserving but unfortunately so much of the vitriol is misinformed
and incorrect and it would pay for some of these very brave
“keyboard warriors” to take a look at themselves and through the
access that they all have, to seek the truth on some of these areas of
complaint.
Everything in life is subject to review and DVA is no different to any
other enterprise and is currently going through the most extensive
review ever executed in the history of the Department and there
will be major and very beneficial outcomes but one must be
cognisant of the fact that DVA is in principal governed by legislation
and we have all been on their case to review that confusing and at
times destructive legislation and that is happening, but perhaps for
some not fast enough and that is understandable, but a legislation fix
is somewhat complicated and in that regard we just need to be
patient.
I appreciate that there may be valid reasons why some people are
hostile towards DVA but cowardly conduct behind a keyboard,
hurling profanities and the foulest language at individuals working
within the department is in my view nonproductive, gutless and most
importantly a slight on all veterans which is unfair and unwarranted,
because there are so many out there who are trying to make a
difference either inside the tent or outside in their everyday lives. If
those guilty of this behaviour consider themselves such a hot shot
and champion of veterans issues, get inside the tent and present your
arguments in a professional and acceptable manner. I am sure you
will be listened to but your argument must be based on fact, not
emotions.
All I can say to the mud and rock slingers, vent your anger certainly
where warranted, but play the ball, not the man or woman. None of
them deserve that. It’s totally against our warrior ethics!
Regards
Michael von Berg MC OAM
Chairman and National President RAR Corporation

RESULT OF
THE DFWA
2017 RAFFLE
(NSW, VIC, ACT, SA, QLD & WA BRANCHES)
Drawn on Thursday 19 October 2017
At Victoria Barracks, Paddington, Sydney
FIRST PRIZE:

Travel to the value of $5,000.00
plus $500 spending money
Mr R G Gnezdiloff
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650
(Ticket No: 47890)

SECOND PRIZE:

$1,000.00
Mr Richard Bahnsen
OAKLEIGH SOUTH VIC 3167
(Ticket No: 18964)

THIRD PRIZE:

$500.00
Mr R Rachinger
ARARAT VIC 3377
(Ticket No: 21239)

CONSOLATION PRIZES: $150.00
D J & B V Pope
MACGREGOR ACT 2615
(Ticket No: 11466)
Mr J G Gazley
WAYVILLE SA 5034
(Ticket No: 2469)
Mr M R Gibbons
THE GAP QLD 4061
(Ticket No: 33354)
Mrs S Dee
DUNCRAIG WA 6023
(Ticket No. 39055)
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Reflections on the Last 10 Years
DAVID JAMISON - Past President, DFWA

It has been a privilege to have been the National President of the
Defence Force Welfare Association for some 10 years and during
this time I have been part of a team of talented volunteers from
across the Country who filled the role of national executives. During
my tenure we have worked to strengthen DFWA in its role as
promoter of the wellbeing of members of the wider defence family
and especially those still serving. As an association we are now
respected within parliament, the federal administration, the serving
and the veteran communities as a credible and effective advocate for
the serving and veteran communities and have been able to influence
government policies and decisions for the betterment of our
constituency. Some prime examples of this effectiveness are;
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

the decision to fairly index the over 55 DFRB/DFRDB
superannuation payments,
the increased ADF pay offer in the previous WRA round and
ensured the last was at the top of the range the
Government would accept,
the reinstatement of service conditions given up during pay
negotiations between the ADF and Commonwealth,
the improvements to the ADF Super and ADF Cover
Schemes (increased government contribution etc),
the reinstatement of the remote location leave travel
entitlement,
ensured the Government involved us in regular
consultations on issues impacting the whole defence family
where we continue to have a positive influence, and
the protection of the privacy of veteran personal records.

There is still much to be done but we are no longer being ignored.
DFWA has actively promoted unity and cooperation within the
community of ex-service organisations and played a leading role in
forming the Alliance of Defence Service Organisations (ADSO)
which now numbers some 17 associations. Extending this is the
developing national collaboration initiative which is being embraced
by ADSO, the RSL, Legacy,VVFA and a number of smaller associations.
DFWA has a continuing role to nurture this cooperation which has
the potential to significantly strengthen the Defence Community’s
ability to more effectively represent its interests nationally as well as
improving the provision of services to veterans and their families
across the country.
During my time as National President I have seen DFWA served by
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three talented and committed National Secretaries/Executive
Directors. Firstly, Richard Griffiths who on top of his knowledge of
the veteran community, brought a wealth of knowledge and
understanding of the workings of Parliament House and the

“

... There is still much
to be done but we are no
longer being ignored ....

“

Since stepping down as the DFWA National President in August I
have had time to look back on my time in that role. I do so with
gratitude for the opportunity to serve the Association members as
well as the wider Defence Community.

Canberra media. Richard was followed by Les Bienkiewicz who is
not only the talented editor of Camaraderie, webmaster, ACT
Branch President and VP Pay & Service Conditions, but an able
administrator and negotiator. Finally our current ED, Alf Jaugietis
who is one of the most effective networkers in Canberra. He has
strengthened DFWA’s voice in the Canberra halls of power to the
extent that we no longer have to chase politicians and federal officials
to put a point of view but they more often than not seek us out for
advice and assistance. All three brought different perspectives to the
role and have made and continue to make valuable contributions to
the work of the Association.
Our serving personnel and veterans and their families rely on
organisations like DFWA to provide an effective avenue to ensure
parliamentarians and officials develop policies, programs and laws
that benefit them. They have served the Nation and the community
through its elected representatives has an obligation to provide fair
and adequate recognition of this in many ways including support and
compensation to overcome the detrimental effects without
unnecessary obstacles or hurdles.The continuing incidence of suicide
and self harm shows we haven’t yet got this right – we need the
Military Covenant as basis for evaluating the impacts on defence
family members on all proposed legislation!
We are fortunate that Kel Ryan has stepped up to the mark to fulfil
the role as National President. He is well qualified having spent a lot
of time studying and analysing the ESO environment as well as being
active in the RSL national and QLD state scenes and in addition the
Honorary Colonel of the 51st Battalion, Far North Queensland
Regiment (51 FNQR). He has my full support as he takes over the
reins.
Finally, thank you for your support and encouragement over the last
10 years and I wish you all the very best for the future.
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The Governor General and Patron of the DFWA, took the opportunity to say hello to the ACT Branch stall at the recent Open Day at
Government House. Pictured are Branch Secretary Gerard Gough; His Excellency General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Retd);
Her Excellency Lady Cosgrove; and Branch President Les Bienkiewicz.

OVERWATCH AUSTRALIA
OVERWATCH AUSTRALIA (OWA) Inc. is a not for profit
national organisation tasked to reach out and assist current and former
Australian Defence Force (ADF) members and their families.

task the nearest First Responders to act speedily. A 1800 number (1800
699 2824) is another avenue for asking for assistance. This number is
manned 24/7 by experienced, senior, Response Coordinators.

Their primary mission is to take a "boots on the ground" approach
to assist personnel who are in danger of self harm, are in hospital
or just need someone to visit. It also guides people in the right
direction for services such as veterans who are in trouble with the
law, or are in financial difficulties which Overwatch does not
provide.

Each state and territory is an Area of Operations that is run by a State
Co-ordinator. A list is kept of persons who are willing to respond to an
incident, SOP's are drafted and strictly adhered to, triple 0 is automatically
notified with details gathered by the team if any suicidal action is
suspected of being committed.

The Overwatch concept and organisation was initiated by Kyle Tyrrell,
Kevin Lanaghan, Dean Bliss and Paul Sexton who in early 2013 reacted
to a spate of suicides within the veterans’ community.
They initially created an RAR Overwatch as a 24/7 response
and support organisation for former members of Royal
Australian Regiment (RAR) Special Air Service Regiment
(SASR) and 2 Commando Regiment. Its success soon
expanded to today’s OVERWATCH AUSTRALIA with cover
to all military services (Army, Navy and Air Force) with the
aim of providing peer to peer support, Navy to Navy,Army to
Army and Air Force to Air Force.
OWA is one of very few crisis organisations that pro-actively identifies
and communicates direct with those in need of crisis assistance rather
than waiting for them to ask for help.
It has two volunteer member classes: gatherers of information and first
responders. Most volunteers are former or current serving members of
the ADF.
Overwatch members are constantly looking on social media for "cries
for help" and when discovered the Command Team will, on verification,

Due to the nature of the work every OWA volunteer is carefully vetted
before acceptance. First Responders are trained in the DVA Operation
Life suicide prevention course.
Once engaged, OWA will act as a bridge to alert public
support services (ambulance, police, health, welfare,
community, etc.),VVCS and relevant Ex Services Organisations
who are able to assist with ongoing support.
Today, OVERWATCH AUSTRALIA has an expanding national
support network of over 5000 volunteers (3700 Observers
and 1,528 First Responders).
To understand more about us and get family and friends participating in
current issues and trends you can follow our Facebook community page.
https://m.facebook.com/OverwatchAustralia/
For ex serving and/or serving members they can apply to join RAAF
Overwatch by following this link:
https://m.facebook.com/groups/800244576711274
Once they have asked to join the group an admin will undertake a
process for verifying their service and tell them a bit more about
becoming first responders.
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Breakdown of Payments and Implications for Injured Vets
The ComSuper-Military Entitlements Facebook Group was set up after a Family Court trial in 2015. The trial highlighted the many errors made by the
Commonwealth Superannuation Corporation (previously known as ComSuper). The Group aims to assist as many veterans as possible, providing
information relating to the Corporation and the benefits available to injured veterans.
They devised the following table to assist in clarifying veterans rights and obligations with regards to their benefits.

WHAT APPLIES TO MY PAYMENT/S?
Payments

Taxable?

Splittable
for family
law
property
settlement?

Taken as
income
for spousal
maintenance?

Used in
Child
Support
Assessment?

Can be
legally
garnished
for child
support?

Based on
FAS (Final
Average
Salary)?

DFRDB
Retirement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
(13.13 SISR)

MSBS
Retirement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DFRDB
Death and
Invalidity

Yes, but
currently going
through legal
process to
decide
accurate
taxation

Currently being Yes
worked on but
usually not split
in court
proceedings
since 2015

MSBS Death
and Invalidity

Yes, but
currently going
through legal
process to
decide accurate
taxation

Currently being Yes
worked on but
usually not split
in court
proceedings
since 2015

Lump Sum
Arrears for
Invalidity
(DFRDB and
MSBS)

Yes, however
Too many
ITAA 307.145 variables
should be
applied
(provided
criteria is met)

No

Variable
Yes
depending on
age and
circumstances
at time of
release

Member’s
Benefit MSBS

Offset?

Economic
Loss?

Can it be
accessed
prior to
retirement
age?

No Separation No
salary

No

No

No (13.13
SISR)

Yes

No

No

Yes. Age 55
(unless certain
conditions of
release are met)

Yes

No (13.13
SISR)

No
Separation
salary

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No (13.13
SISR)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Has been
No
included illegally,
currently being
worked on

Yes

No,
Yes
incap
payments
repaid from
this

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes, providing
condition of
release is met
(e.g. invalidity,
financial
hardship)

Variable
Yes
depending on
age and
circumstances
at time of
release

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes, providing
condition of
release is met
(e.g. invalidity
financial hardship,
reached
preservation age)

ADF Super

Variable
depending on
circumstance
of release

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes, providing
condition of
release is met

ADF Cover

Yes

Shouldn’t be as
it’s insurance
and has no
contributions

Yes

Yes

No

No. Final
salary plus
allowances

No

Yes

Yes

CSC

Member’s
Benefit
DFRDB
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Taxable?

Splittable
for family
law
property
settlement?

Taken as
income
for
spousal
maintenance?

Used in
Child
Support
Assessment?

Can be
legally
garnished
for child
support?

Based on
FAS (Final
Average
Salary)?

Offset?

Economic
Loss?

Can it be
accessed
prior to
retirement
age?

Service
Pension

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Against all forms
of income

Yes

Yes

TPI

No

No

Yes

Yes, but legally
shouldn’t,
currently being
sorted

No

No

Yes
Against personal
injury
compensation
(e.g. SRCA)

No

Yes

General
Rate/Widows
Pension

No

No

Yes

Yes, legally it
shouldn’t

No

No

Yes
Against personal
injury
compensation
(e.g. SRCA)

No

Yes

SRCA Incap

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes. Against
CSC payments

Yes

Yes

MRCA Incap

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes. Against
CSC payments

Yes

Yes

DRCA Incap

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes. Against
CSC payments

Yes

Yes

SRCA lump
sum

No

No.... Unless
you have
purchased
assets within
the marriage
using the
money (the
asset is taken
into account)

No

They have been,
but they
shouldn’t be

No

No

No

No

Yes

MRCA lump
sum

No

No….
No
Unless you
have purchased
assets within
the marriage
using the
money (the
asset is taken
into account)

They have been,
but they
shouldn’t be

No

No

No

No

Yes

DRCA lump
sum

No

No….
No
Unless you
have purchased
assets within
the marriage
using the
money (the
asset is taken
into account)

They have but
shouldn’t be

No

No

No

No

Yes

SRDP

No

No

Yes, but legally
shouldn’t be

No

No

Yes.Against MRCA No
personal injury
lump sum & CSC

Yes

Payments

VEA

DVA

Yes

**Please be aware that CSC benefits are based on Super and Super Insurance/Compensation whereas DVA and VEA are purely compensation. For this reason, they can be
accessed simultaneously, provided you meet the relevant criteria. Some people may also be entitled to access Centrelink payments like disability or Carers (for partners) as
well, provided, once again, they meet the relevant criteria.
This remains the property of ComSuper – Military Entitlements Facebook Group 18/10/17, edited 24/10/17
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A large portion of Australia’s fighter-bomber force lay open to attack; this photo
showing increased protection through revetments added in 1976

RIFLE COMPANY BUTTERWORTH (RCB)
DUE RECOGNITION DURING THE
MALAYSIAN COMMUNIST EMERGENCY
Controversy continues regarding the appropriate recognition for a specific
period of Army service at Air Base Butterworth (ABB).ADF units have been
there without break for over sixty years, an Australian record for an armed
deployment to someone else’s country. The reason for such deployments
has vacillated from definitely “warlike” to maybe “hazardous” to
uncontested “peacetime” equivalent training in the case of RCB since end
1989.What is harder to define without the full facts, is the appropriate level
of recognition for each period. Add to that a deliberate government
deception plan covering some RCB deployments direct from Australia to
Malaysia, and one has an interesting mix to consider.
A research group, representing RCB veterans of the period known as the
Malaysian Communist Insurgency, also called the Second Malaysian
Emergency (SME) 17 June 1968 to 2 December 1989, is advocating the
correction of inadequate level of recognition for that service.
The first Australian service at ABB was principally that of RAAF air
operations until aircraft were withdrawn in 1988 with reduced RAAF forces
then remaining to support the Royal Malaysian Air Force RMAF).This series
of deployments included warlike service during the Malayan Emergency and
Konfrontasi (with Indonesia), and then support to South Vietnam (primarily
medevac duties and evacuation support). Commitments under the 1971
Five Power Defence Agreement (FPDA) also included support to the
external defence of Malaysia that might have resulted in a shooting match
had strategic fears of the time been realised.
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Army units served at ABB for much of the same period as the RAAF, initially
as a forward operating base up to 1965, and also in air defence, or close
protection of RAAF assets based there, including the staging of maritime
surveillance missions, primarily over the Malacca Straits and the Indian
Ocean between 1980-89.Today, only Army remains at ABB, managing training
rotations of what is still termed the RCB since late 1989. But up to that
point, the real role of the RCB was quite different.
Most Service personnel have received a level of recognition for service at
ABB.The question however is: was the level of recognition of the RCB from
1970-1989 appropriate? One of the most unfortunate failures has been
Australian governments’ persistent refusal to recognise RCB’s service as
warlike during this period.
Advised principally by the Nature of Service Branch, Department of
Defence the government continues to refuse to accept there was an SME
at all, despite Malaysia’s official history recording it in detail, including 1,009
Malaysian Government Force casualties. The Malaysian security forces were
on active service during the SME, awarded the Pinjat Jasa Malaysia Medal
for that period. This was also the case for the earlier Malayan Emergency
and Konfrontasi when both Malayan and allied troops were so recognised.
There is a reason for this extraordinary Australian government position –
a deception plan then an unwillingness to correct the wrong which was
perpetuated shortly after the change of government in 1972.The new Prime
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Minister undertook to withdraw Australia’s ground combat forces from
South East Asia. However, upon taking office, he found himself faced with a
major predicament with respect to ABB.
The RAAF retained a sizable component of its combat power at ABB.
Almost two-thirds of the RAAF’s fighters and some support aircraft were
either based there, or dependant on the ABB facilities.After two generations
of fighters – the F86 Sabre and the F1 Mirage III - the last aircraft were
withdrawn.The decision was made to not position the third generation of
fighter-bomber – the F18A Hornet – at risk on foreign soil. Ground staff
remained there for many years in support of RAAF aircraft staging through,
and the RMAF’s operation of the ABB itself.
While the response to the Malayan Emergency was successful, a renewed
threat to both Malaysia and ANZUK forces based there arose following
Communist successes in Vietnam. In 1968, hostilities broke out afresh
causing the Malaysian Government to declare the SME. ABB was a major
strategic asset close to the Thai-Malay border where much of the
Communist Terrorist (CT) threat manifested. RMAF aircraft conducted
fighter-ground attack missions against the CTs. ABB remained a strategic
asset. Britain at the time needed the base to remain secure for possible use
by nuclear-capable Vulcan long-range bombers, as did Australia in pursuit of
its ‘Forward Defence” posture following the British withdrawal. ABB
provided the strategic footprint necessary in northern Malaysia and needed
to remain in the “right” hands.
After the granting of independence to Malaysia and Singapore, UK,Australian
and NZ forces remained, known as the Far Eastern Strategic Reserve
(FESR). Some of these were at ABB. Along with RAAF aircraft, even after
hostilities were declared over, was the Integrated Air Defence System
(IADS). It provided technical control the defence of Malaysian airspace until
the RMAF assumed that responsibility years later. The RAAF continued to
provide strategic air defence (the fighter squadrons themselves) under the
FPDA, those squadrons forming the backbone of the IADS. Other Australian
forces stationed in Malaysia, primarily 28 ANZUK Brigade, re-located to
Singapore.
With the sharp increase in CT activity from 1968 onwards, ABB was
vulnerable. The CTs were often operating in close proximity, intelligence
details of which were known to Australia but kept secret. Armed with a
detailed assessment of the CT threat in 1970, RAAF sought urgent help.To
provide increased protection and capacity to deter such an attack, a rifle
company group was detached from the Singapore –based battalions from
1 November 1970. 1 RAR and then 6 RAR deployed companies on monthly
tours of duty to ABB, providing a substantial deterrence force.

RAAF Sabres
on the tarmac.
Australian
aircraft parked
like this
presented a
tempting
target

Prime responsibility for external defence of the ABB was vested in the
Malaysians, with total protection being a joint responsibility with RAAF. Such
an arrangement was appropriate for the sovereign rights of the Malaysians
whose security forces were stretched fighting the SME. This arrangement
included the Army rifle company operating inside the ABB perimeter. An
important exception was the protection of RAAF families living on Penang
and in the unsecured married quarter area opposite the airfield. Malaysians
guarded the perimeter. UK and NZ companies and an Australian gun battery
also rotated through ABB on security duties, until the deployment of a
specially designated force direct from Australia on 1 September 1973. The
new group, later to be named the RCB, was a special, and secret,
arrangement. And it was a larger force, with clear operational tasks.
The security situation had deteriorated markedly.The Whitlam Government
found itself with a major problem when it ordered the withdrawal of the
Singapore-based army combat troops.The renewed threat of CT attack on
ABB promoted urgent action, as there would no longer be any Australian
combat troops to protect Australian aircraft.The Defence Committee, the
highest advisory body to the Government, secretly recommended a
solution to Government on 11 January 1973.
This recommendation enabled the continued protection of vital RAAF
assets at ABB once the Singapore-based Army units left. Government
directed the deployment of a heavy rifle company direct from Australia
under Plan Asbestos. A key extract from Defence Committee Minute No
3/1973 says, at para 28 e:
When the Australian battalion is withdrawn, the requirement for a company
for security duties at ABB will be met by providing the unit on rotation
from Australia. This could be presented publicly as being for training
purposes.
Further evidence of high level knowledge and complicity appeared in a
Defence Planning Division brief (not an ADF entity) to the Vice Chief of the
General Staff (Army) on 11 October 1973 at para 3:
The deployment of this company to Butterworth has in recent years
assumed a real importance because of somewhat increased concerns about
possible threats to base security.Although the Malaysians may be expected
to have assumed that this is the case, publicly and privately the position is
maintained on both sides that the deployment is for exercise purposes.
Clearly, there was both a deception in effect and a surreptitious way of
implementing it.
During the Malayan Emergency and Konfrontasi,Australian Service married
personnel were normally accompanied by their family in Malaysia. RAAF
personnel continued to enjoy this privilege, albeit it as some risk. However,
the RCB was not. These troops were deployed on warlike duties, armed
with live ammunition. Each took their standard heavy weapons, including
live ammunition for them. With clear operational tasks and well-defined
rules of engagement, the RCBs now deployed on three month rotations,
armed and functioning at Draft Priority 1 (go to war) status, carrying out a
phase of war known as ‘relief in place’ to guarantee complete coverage.
This new deployment was subjected to a deception plan known to affected
RCB veterans as “the Training Subterfuge”.

Continued overpage
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Section of
B Coy 1 RAR
inside the base
Christmas
1981-82,
complete to
first line live
ammunition

To this day, many people still do not know of this deception, including some
of the junior soldiers to deploy. It was, and remains, a cover up of the RCB’s
real purpose, initially to avoid political embarrassment and to enhance
operational protective security at the time.
A reinforced Army rifle company takes a much larger force to overpower
it, and its powerful deterrent effect can (and did) deter the CTs from
attacking ABB. It can move in all weather, terrain and by day or night, carry
substantial firepower, for days on end, making it a powerful combat
multiplier to supplement the meagre RAAF protective force. RCB’s
operational tasks were enunciated in both RAAF and Army directives before
formal written orders were issued mid-1973 to cease referring to those
tasks in favour of “training activities”. This is further evidence that the
deception plan itself had to be suppressed.
As the SME dragged on, the threat level grew, spiking in 1975. Under Plan
Asbestos, RCBs were detached from parent units in Australia and placed
under command of Army Headquarters (later, Headquarters Field Force
Command) for the entire duration of the SME.The first,A Company 8 RAR,
arrived on 1 September 1973 initially titled “Australian Army Company”.
The last was B Company 6 RAR on the day that Chin Peng, leader of the
CT movement, signed the Peace Accord which drew the SME to a close.
The RCB was under the operational control of the RAAF commander at
ABB. Written directives from both the RAAF commander and Army
Mounting Instructions clearly list operational tasks, the only variation being
the wording of later directives which reversed the emphasis from
‘operational tasks’ to ‘training’, further deception of the people of Australia
by its own government. The enemy did not need deceiving; they already
knew what they were up against should they attack.

The F1 Mirage, the primary RAAF strike fighter at ABB during the
SME was constantly under the threat of CT attack
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Records confirm that very little training occurred with the Malaysians due
to the latter being operationally stretched engaging the CTs. Yet this is a
prime reason used by the Government to deny the proper level of
recognition of the RCB veterans by claiming the RCB was only there to
“train with” the Malaysians. Few did.
All RCBs conducted prescribed pre-deployment and in-country training
dedicated to their operational tasks. RCBs were ordered not to carry out
any of their own unit training until the prescribed operational training for
ABB was completed. Only when that was achieved, and Quick Reaction
Forces (QRF) in place could the RCB conduct any other training.
The risk of contact with the CTs generated the requirement, even for offbase exercises, for designated individuals to carry live ammunition in
red-taped magazines in the event of a clash with the enemy, or if a dangerous
animal was confronted. Every man in the QRF also carried live ammunition,
including machine guns, while on duty.At heightened periods of threat, some
RCBs had two of its three rifle platoons restricted to ABB to quickly
reinforce the standard QRF, the size of which varied over the years.

An operational
QRF callout
that officialdom
claims never
happened

Declassified records now demonstrate numerous operational call outs to
CT threats to ABB. Most RCB members will not have known this at the
time; their focus was on tedious, but necessary, standby at one minute’s
notice to move, with frequent drill callouts and sometimes, real ones. During
some tours of duty, duty officers deployed to the IADS ground defence
building while guards slept in the RCB armoury to enable rapid
reinforcement of the QRF with further arms and ammunition.
In the early 21st century review of Service awards, service at ABB during
this period for both Army and RAAF was recognised with the award of the
Australian Service Medal. This, curiously, is for almost the exact period of
the SME, the very war that authorities claim did not occur as part of their
denial of the claim. Since 2006, there have been many individual and group
submissions to have this service recognised with the Australian Active
Service Medal and associated benefits. Some RCB veterans, due to the
success of the deception plan, do not know that they faced a real danger
from CT attack, including while on leave. However, the facts are irrefutable.
RCB veterans deserve the same recognition as those who served at Ubon
and Diego Garcia Air Bases and six other operational theatres where
service recognition has all been upgraded, despite the threat and other
criteria sometimes being less “warlike” than at ABB. RAAF personnel, who
were the prime reason for RCB being there at all, have their own story to
tell and possibly a similar claim by Air Defence Guards who had a much
lesser role (RAAF were not subjected to a deployment lie, and had different
conditions of service and were mostly unarmed).

Continued overpage
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Internal
security
checkpoint
during a
period of
heightened
tension

Why then, have several applications, a petition in 2014 and two appeals
direct to the Prime Minister in 2016 been denied, deflected or downright
stonewalled? Several independent reviews of other deployments have
enabled the presentation of all the evidence currently available to a panel
of unbiased scrutineers who were able to consider it. Defence often
opposes the upgrade sought in such reviews. Letters penned for ministers
almost invariably end with the dismissive statement that nothing new has
been presented and the matter is considered closed. Official staff effort
is invested in refuting or denying the veteran applicants’ presentation of
compelling evidence. Tellingly, officialdom has the same access to the
weight of evidence now unearthed by applicants, but continues to deny
its existence, or produces selective and partial “evidence” to negate
applicant cases.
The biggest block to a fair and impartial review of the RCB case might
only be a lack of knowledge. However, this is inexcusable, with some
Defence bureaucrats unable, or unwilling, to examine and treat objectively
the full range of evidence now presented by the Review Group in August
2017. Persistent reliance by Government’s advisors on falling back to
outdated, inaccurate and incomplete department briefs regurgitated as
“fresh” decision support briefs cannot continue in the weight of the
evidence.
RCB veterans of the SME are now either retired, with a small number
still serving as senior warrant officers and senior officers, including the
current Chief of Army.The youngest RCB company commander from the
SME period is at least 57 years old. Unless they have seen the full range
of evidence, today’s younger military staff and Defence bureaucrats – and
certainly the ministers they serve - simply do not know the full story.
Until now.
Until an impartial review of all evidence is carried out, proper justice
cannot be achieved. A full (or independent) re-examination of the total
evidence, readily available to anyone who will simply take the time to look
at it, will result in a fair go for the RCB veterans of the SME, just was
achieved for the deployments to Ubon (Thailand), RAN off Somalia,
Rwanda, Namibia, Cambodia and Diego Garcia. Service recognition in all
of these deployments was upgraded once an objective review was
conducted.
The restoration of respect for and belief in government which so readily
deploys Australia’s Service personnel into danger is way overdue for the
RCB veterans of the SME. There can only be fair closure of this sorry
chapter of Australia’s history of warlike deployments.
Author: LTCOL Russell Linwood, ASM. commanded B Coy 1 RAR
deployed as an RCB from Nov 81-Feb 82

UPDATE ON THE ONLINE

DFWA MEMBERSHIP
DATABASE
Members are advised that development and testing of the new
online National Membership Database is now complete. We
apologise that the development took much longer than anticipated
as the system ended up being more complex than the sample
database from which it was to be developed. In retrospect, we
released it earlier than we should have, and we apologise to any
member that had difficulty accessing.
Updating member information now resides with the Branches.
When that data entry is complete, members with valid email
addresses will be able to access their records through the DFWA
Website (access buttons are located at the top of the left hand
column of the homepage). To enable this Branches will contact
members by email with instructions on how to obtain their user
name and a temporary password to log on to the system. Members
will then be able to choose their own password for future use.
When members access their record they will be able to check for
correctness, amend some details such as addresses and contact
details and check subscriptions to Camaraderie and the raffle.
Members will also be able to notify Branches when subscriptions
have been paid by EFT, bank deposit or cheque. Please also note that
future payment methods are being investigated for later versions of
the database. New members will be able to join DFWA through the
website and access to the database.
We appreciate that the development of the database has been a
drawn out and ask that members wait a little longer while data is
checked and added to the database by Branches prior to issuing
instructions on how to obtain your user name and password. If you
haven’t heard anything by early next year please contact your
Branch.
If you have any queries about the database, please contact
Trevor Goodhew, National Membership Manager, at
membersec.national@dfwa.org.au
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AN ADVOCACY WIN
It is not often we can share some very good news, but here is some.
A few months ago Trent Mongan approach WA Branch for assistance with
filling in a claim form for DVA. Advocate Mark Wainwright took up his
case and did not long to discover that since leaving the Army, Trent had
begun to study law at Murdoch University. During the course of study,
Trent had met his wife,Wendy, and they started a family but now, in his last
semester, the Mongan family were finding life difficult financially.
Trent originally joined the RAAF, and during his time with 75 Squadron he
was awarded a commendation for exemplary performance during
Operation LOQUAT in his provision of logistics support following the
floods in Katherine on Australia Day 1998. Later that year Trent was
commissioned and attended ADFA, but following his time there he
transferred to the Australian Army Reserve. He received a second
commendation for exceptional performance of duty following the Bali
Bomb blasts in October 2002 during Operation BALI ASSIST. In part the
citation by General Peter Cosgrove (CDF) reads “Your unstinting efforts
and compassion in comforting the relatives and friends of victims are
particularly worthy of praise”.
In early 2017, the Mongan family were in financial difficulty following the
birth of their second child. Wendy, a primary school teacher, was on
maternity leave and Trent was trying to finish his studies at university, and
the mortgage repayments kept on coming. Wendy was even preparing to

sell her jewellery! The WA
Branch made application for a
grant from DFWA’s Relief
Trust Fund on behalf of Trent.
The Trustees approved the
request and provided funds to
assist the family with their
mortgage, and this in turn allowed
Trent to continue his study.

Trent and Wendy Mongan with
their two daughters, Lillian (3)
and Ivy (12 months)

In September, Trent was awarded his Bachelor of Laws degree and his
attention turned to getting a job. He applied to Centrelink for the first
time in his life and when he attended a job placement meeting, he was
informed by the job placement agent (a 25 year old) that ‘employers don’t
want to see military experience and to take it out of his CV’.Trent says he
has never been so offended and insulted his life.
He is, understandably very proud of his achievement in gaining his law
degree, but also very grateful to DFWA and the Relief Trust Fund for coming
to his aid at a time when help was needed most. He says that having a
support network for former ADF personnel is crucial for the provision of
assistance financially, mentally and emotionally. Without the prompt help
from DFWA he could not have completed his degree. Now Trent has asked
how he can be of assistance to DFWA and has volunteered to train as an
advocate to help other veterans under the new ADTP system.

DISCHARGING FROM THE ADF??
Below is a précis of ADF Separation and Discharge arrangements
provided by the ADF. Internally, ADF members have a website entitled
ADF Separation and Discharge. It lists three sub-programs:
1. Career Transition and Assistance Scheme
2. Transition support seminars
3. Transitions and separations (discharge) – ADF
Career Transition Assistance Scheme (CTAS)
Transitioning ADF members are eligible for services provided though the
Career Transition Assistance Scheme (CTAS). The scheme assists ADF
members in preparing for their next career, not to find specific
employment.
Access to the various levels of CTAS is determined on the length of
service and/or the circumstances surrounding the ADF member's
separation. ADF members should read PACMAN chapter 2 part 2
division 2 for eligibility and levels of assistance for further guidance. To
apply for CTAS complete the career transition assistance application
(AC835-3) form and submit it to your nearest ADF transition centre.
If you need further assistance contact your nearest ADF transition centre.
Transition support seminars
Defence holds nationwide transition seminars to assist ADF members
and their families prepare to separate from the Defence force. The
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seminars are two-day interactive sessions. To attend a seminar please
complete a ADF transition seminar application (AC853-4) and send the
form to your nearest transition centre.
Transitions and separations (discharge) - ADF
Transfer or discharge from the ADF occurs when under the following
circumstances:
• you reach the compulsory retirement age - 60 years old for the ADF
and 65 if you are a reservist
• transfer from one service to another service
• transfer to Reservist
• compulsory termination of service
• management initiated early retirement • voluntary separation
• involuntary separation • redundancy
To transfer or discharge from the ADF you must complete an application
to transfer within or separate from the ADF (AC853) form and forward
it to your supervisor for approval. Please consult your commanding
officer for specific exit requirements to your unit.
The ADF transition clearance form must also be completed and
provided to the regional ADF transition centre on your final transition
interview. Additionally, here is a link to the ADF Transition Handbook www.defence.gov.au/DCO/_Master/Documents/Transition/ADFTransition-Handbook.pdf

CAMARADERIE
MONEY MATTERS

PERSONAL BUDGETS
The Money Matters article in Volume 46, Second Edition 2015, makes
reference to the Rule of 72. Remember? This rule enables you to
calculate how long it would take you to double your money or debt, and
the effect of inflation on your buying power.
The formula implemented via the Rule of 72, assists you with very
powerful data to use in calculating your financial situation. If you missed
the article, you may care to revisit Camaraderie on line, or read the
magazine again.
Have you ever considered the analogy of “money, as a vehicle to assist
you to arrive at your destination”? (whatever that may be – deposit for
a home, or building a “nest egg”) If so, there are a few things to take
into account such as, are you a safe and careful driver? What is the
condition of the road? Is it likely that you may have to change your
destination, or take a longer, shorter or more scenic route to arrive?
To use your vehicle (money) wisely, you should examine your current
budget, (we’ll compare that to a map). A budget, or map, should make
you evaluate your spending and save more money over time – as well as
utilizing your money with a purpose in mind. (Arriving at your
destination by your preferred route).

insurance (health, home, car), travel costs (fuel, loan on car),
entertainment, medical costs etc.
Now that you have a clear picture of your daily, weekly and monthly
spending, you will have the ability to divide the expenditure into three
categories:
(i) essentials – that is groceries, rent or mortgage payments, rates,
utilities, insurance (health, home, car), travel costs (fuel, loan on car).
(ii) “feel good” items or activities, such as entertainment, holidays,
adding to your wardrobe.
(iii) savings and investments
Elizabeth Warren (USA Senator), and her daughter Amelia Warren-Tyagi
have written a book called “All Your Worth”, which advocates using:
(i) 50% of your income on essentials – that is groceries, rent or
mortgage payments, rates, utilities, insurance (health, home, car),
travel costs (fuel, loan on car).
(ii) 30% on “feel good” items or activities, such as entertainment,
holidays, adding to your wardrobe.
(iii) 20% on savings and investments
They have called it the 50-30-20 Rule.

You should try and avoid the Lewis Carroll quote “If you don’t know
where you are going, any road will get you there”, although some may
say that could be a more scenic route with little to worry about.

In two months’ time, after “tracking” your budget, you should be able to
answer the question, “How does your current budget, match up with this
Rule?”

If you are living from payday to payday, with little knowledge of “where
the money went”, you should consider “tracking” your funds on a daily
basis for at least a month or two. In other words, you will be diligently
checking your current budget (map). If you like to use computer sites,
consider linking to the Budget site via MONEY SMART, or link into your
personal Bank site, and look for “budgets”. These links provide “budget
charts” to follow.

I’ll close by raising a question that you should also consider, instead of the
50-30-20 Rule.

If you prefer written information, use a specific notebook, to record data
on funds you receive, and funds that you spend. The main strategy is to
clearly establish WHAT happens to your income. Naturally, if you are
also receiving funds from other sources apart from your wages, you
should take those into account as well.

What would be the financial long or short term outcome if you adhered
to budget “divisions”, as follows:
(i) 80/20/0 budget,
(ii) 30/10/60 budget, or
(iii) 40/55/5 budget ?
Is YOUR map (budget), allowing you to drive your vehicle (money) to your
destination of choice? If not, what changes can you make in your route?
Or will Lewis Carroll’s comment describe your journey?

To begin with, make a note of the dollar amount that you receive (after
tax), be it weekly, fortnightly or monthly.

USEFUL WEB SITES
www.moneysmart.gov.au – Calculators and tips from ASIC and the
Australian Government, to help you make better financial decisions.

This should then be followed by detailed records of your daily
expenditure. To provide you with a clear picture, you should track your
expenditure for at least a month or two. Rule columns in your notebook,
and note ALL spending, such as groceries, rent or mortgage, rates, utilities,

TAURUS
This article is published purely for information which we believe is accurate and
reliable, but no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given. Any advice is general
advice, and not personal advice, nor a recommendation to invest.
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MANAGING MENTAL HEALTH HOLISTICALLY
By Dr Jackie Stewart (D.Psych)
At some point in our lives, many of us will feel mentally unwell or possibly
experience a diagnosable mental illness. At these times, if we are
contemplating seeking out professional support, it is reasonable to ask,
“what should I expect from health professionals in terms of treatment?”
For most of us, the best results will come from engaging a holistic, or
whole of person, treatment approach. Holistic mental health
management, involves addressing the person as a whole (your physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual functioning) rather than focusing on just
a specific psychological illness. Professionals who might be involved in
your holistic care include your GP, psychiatrist, psychologist, and
occupational therapist, and at an individual level you may be doing regular
exercise (e.g. gym, swimming, yoga), be learning a new skill (e.g. golf,
singing, small business management), be practicing your faith and having
regular family social gatherings. Your personal plan may include none,
some, all, or more of the above.
Holistic mental health management recognises and accounts for multiple
elements that affect your wellbeing including your personal beliefs,
cultural background, values, social and family contexts, physical health,
housing, education and employment. It is a concept that recognises that
you are multi-dimensional and have the ability and the right to make your
own life decisions. The aim of holistic management is for you to learn
and practice what works best for you to allow you to participate in life
to your fullest capacity. This approach is most likely to produce the best
long-term mental health outcomes. Even if you are physically and mentally
well, taking good care of the different facets of life helps create resilience
for times when life is stressful, and assists in maintaining overall wellness.
The goal of health care professionals is to assist you to be as well as
possible. To achieve this, it is necessary to respectfully explore your
circumstances, find out what is important to you, and your aspirations
for recovery and wellbeing. You are a vital partner in developing a
wellness plan, along with your family or carer if you consent to their
involvement. A wellness plan needs to be tailored to your preferences,
life circumstances and aspirations and to your family and personal
supports. Holistic care should ensure that best-practice processes for
co-ordination and collaboration are in place and that reviews are held
regularly.
For health care professionals, a holistic approach allows service providers
to work together to develop a wellness plan that is supported by input
from multiple disciplines (see article on Why an Integrated Approach
Helps to manage PTSD).You are also encouraged to include your family
members in the planning and implementation of treatment options and
to do your own research from credible sources. A wellness plan based
on the biopsychosocial theory of mental health and wellbeing will take
all aspects of yourself and your environment into account, and will assist
you to heal your mind and body, and to nurture relationships with other
important people in your life. It was never truer to say that ‘No man is
an island’ (John Donne’s Devotions, 1624) when it comes to the holistic,
evidence-based management of mental health.
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Often initial responsibility lies with your treating GP, who has a critical
role in trying to formulate a wellness plan.A comprehensive plan requires
knowledge of the major types of treatments and therapies and their
possible contributions to your recovery including biological and
pharmacological treatments, psychological and psychotherapeutic
approaches, psychosocial rehabilitation and support, physical health care,
physical activity and exercise interventions, alcohol and drug treatment
and counselling.Traditional healing methods drawn from different cultures,
along with alternative and complementary treatments are also included.
This is complex process and requires the input of several professionals.
Ideally an individual will also have access to health promotion, screening
and preventative activities that address improvement in physical health,
exercise, recreation, nutrition, expressions of spirituality, creative outlets
and stress management. The preparation of a recovery-orientated
wellness plan also acknowledges that there is a higher prevalence of
trauma symptoms in people experiencing mental illness. If this is the case,
the management of trauma and prevention of the retriggering of trauma
symptoms is another important element.
Holistic care not only makes practical sense, but it is also less stigmatizing
to receive care that focuses on our wellness, than it is to receive
treatment based only on psychological illness. Overall, the long-term aim
of holistic management of mental health is to develop good selfmanagement and self-advocacy skills, and therefore to take your life in a
positive direction. The role of the practitioners and providers is to
facilitate your access to information, treatment, support and resources
that contribute to your recovery goals and aspirations. It is a recoveryfocused service that is empowering and leads to lasting change.
Dr Jackie Stewart (D.Psych) is a clinical psychologist working in private practice at Flourish
Psychology in Maroochydore. During her career she has worked in private practice, public
and private hospitals, policing and non-government organizations across Australia. Jackie
has extensive experience working with current serving Australian Defence Force personnel
and veterans. She is trained in several evidence-based therapeutic approaches and has
spent a significant amount of her career working with adult clients who have persistent
pain, trauma and other chronic illnesses. She is committed to providing a high-quality
service in a safe and caring environment for her clients.

NJF WELLNESS CENTRES - njfwellness.com.au
One group paying special attention to the needs of veterans and those
suffering from PTSD is NJF Wellness Centres. Located Australian-wide,
the group offer a multi-disciplinary approach to healthcare with
Exercise Physiologists, Physiotherapists, Occupational Therapists,
Dietitians and Psychologists all under one roof. Many of the NJF
Wellness Centres programs are fully-funded by the government and
aim to support returned service men and women who may be
suffering from any physical or mental difficulties.
If you’re unsure about what your entitlements involve you can speak
with your general practitioner who can refer you. Alternatively, NJF
Wellness Centres can consult you with your needs and provide advice
on the course of action to help improve your health.

THE FALL OF SINGAPORE
15th February 1942
76th Anniversary Battlefield Study Tour
Commences Saturday 10th February 2018 in Singapore
Concludes Late Friday 16th February 2018 in Singapore
6 Nights / 7 Days, Visiting the WWII battle sites of today’s Island Republic
Inclusions:
# Shu le transfers from Changi Airport to Hotel # Share twin accommoda on throughout # Buﬀet breakfast daily
in hotel of stay # Air-condi oned coach transfers whilst in Singapore to all ba le sites detailed in i nerary,
# Entrance Fees as applicable to sites # Lunches in-field as per meal i nerary # Local English speaking Singaporean
guide # Australian accredited Ba lefield guide—military historian who will greet you on arrival at your hotel on the
10th and be your host and guide un l departure on the evening of the 16th

Cost: AU$2547.00
Per Person In Share Twin, Land Only
Single Room Cost Available Upon Request
Land Only Programme Can Be Viewed Via

www.battlefieldsoftheworld.com.au
For Further information please call either
(02) 9520 6023 Dennis Weatherall (Operations Manager) or
(02) 9418 4406 / (M) 0416 339 714 David Wilson (Accredited Battlefield Guide)

27 Years Of Military Battlefield Touring 1990 to 2017
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BOER WAR
2017 Journey Highlights
By Dennis J Weatherall
This article details three historic events that took place in South Africa
in the past months of February & March, ’17. Pity there was no
representation from the official Australian Government officials based in
Pretoria I suppose even with giving months of notice the High
Commission Staff were otherwise engaged on a more important matter
of State.
In another life I was once a Warrant Officer Seaman and have always
been interested in Australian Military History, so became qualified as both
a Historian and International Battlefield Guide. In the 90’s and 2000’s
period I planned and executed many ADFA Battlefield Study Tours to
Australian battle sites around the world where Australian service
personnel served during WWI, WWII and our time in Vietnam.
Recently on retirement from full time battlefield guiding, I’ve turned my
journeys more towards the military buffs who are either retired service
personnel or relatives of those wishing to follow their families’ war
service in the far flung battlefields of the world. February-March saw such
a visit to cover both the Anglo-Zulu (1879-81) and Boer War (18991902) sites of South Africa.
This journey had three highlights:
MORANT & HANDCOCK - 27th February 2017 in the Old
Pretoria Cemetery (South Africa) we commemorated the 115th
anniversary of the execution of Lt. Harry Harboard “Breaker” Morant
of the Bushveldt Carbineers (BVC) and Lt. Peter Joseph Handcock
(BVC) both court-martialed by the British Army under the command
of Lord Kitchener for deeds allegedly committed in the Limpopo
Province “Zoutgansberg” region in Northern South Africa, an area
policed by the “Bushveldt Carbineers” of which Morant & Handcock
were both officers.
The BVC was the first ever specially raised unit formed to fight the
“counter-insurgency” war of the “Bitterender” (those that would fight
to the last man) Boers. There were six Officers of the BVC brought
before the court-martial, three were committed to death. Lt George
Witton (born Warnambool Victoria - his initial contingent was the
Victorian Imperial Bushmen - was the third who received the death
sentence, but was given a reprieve by Kitchener and sentenced to life in
prison in the UK. Fortunately for him he was released on 11th August
1904 and wrote a scathing attack on the “system” titled “Scapegoats of
the Empire”.
The other three officers were Lt Henry Picton DSM – British, he was
cashiered, Captain Alfred Taylor DSO (he lived to fight another day) and
was the area Intelligence Officer appointed by Kitchener and got off
scot-free.
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Above is a group photograph with the Australian Flag as it was the
day after their execution in 1902 when their defender Major James
F. Thomas stood at their grave and reflected on what he wasn’t able
to achieve. Wreath laid in remembrance.
Major Robert Lenehen VA from Victoria was admonished for his lack
of command in not reporting certain events that occurred under his
watch within the BVC. There has been much written on Morant &
Handcock (and some conjecture) but both men had already served 12
months in their various state colonial contingents (and were highly
thought of as good soldiers) before rejoining and deciding to stay and
fight another day.
Morant was British by birth (a bit of a lady’s man) and became a horse
breaker, therefore the name, and went to South Africa with the 2nd
South Australian Mounted Rifles (2SAMR). Whilst Handcock was born
in Peel NSW and was a member of the 2nd Contingent of the 1st NSW
Mounted Rifles (2NSWMR). A farrier by trade (blacksmith) and
Veterinarian Officer when he signed on to the BVC. Much to their
personal demise. Both men were executed before the Australian
Government of the day was informed, and their execution wasn’t
reported to the Australian public until 1907.
The man probably best versed in their trial is Cmdr James Unkles RAN
(R) , I recommend any reader interested in “Justice Denied” check out
his web site http://breakermorant.com/ - it’s quite an amazing story.
Above is a group photograph with the Australian Flag as it was the day
after their execution in 1902 when their defender Major James F.
Thomas stood at their grave and reflected on what he wasn’t able to
achieve. Wreath laid in remembrance.
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STROLMAN INCIDENT - Also on the 27th February 2017 in the
Old Pretoria Cemetery (South Africa) we paid respect to a fallen enemy
of our South African Colonial Forces, with a difference.
A fellow academic Dr Tony Stimson of Adelaide (Dr of History) was
with us on his third visit to the battlefields of South Africa and he had a
story to tell. His grandfather Captain Alfred EM Norton was in
command of B Squadron of the 4th South Australian Imperial Bushmen.
His unit on the 26th June 1900 were the first British military to arrive
in Bethlehem – this town is located 324 kms south of Pretoria (South
Africa’s Capital) in what was then the Orange Free State. The Boer
commandos were withdrawing from the town. It is recorded that
Captain Norton was on a kopje (hill) overlooking a similar kopje outside
Bethlehem and spotted some enemy, as they were retiring off the kopje,
he took aim and at 1000 yards felled one of the “Burghers” ( Boer
farmers in a group were known as burghers).
His 2IC Lt White rides out to check if there was any ID on the body
of the felled enemy.What he found in the saddle bag was quite amazing.
Captain Norton had shot and killed a Russian observer. What’s more
he was a Lt in the Imperial Russian Navy of the Tsar. His name - Lt Boris
von Strolman.This is all recorded in research material in the possession
of Dr Stimson.

UNVEILING OF THE 1st AUSTRALIAN BOER WAR
MEMORIAL ON SOUTH AFRICAN SOIL IN OVER 100
YEARS that was for all sides of the conflict and privately funded Monday 13th March 2017.
In 2012 whilst on a previous visit to the area west of Lindley in the
Orange Free State (now known just as the Free State) Dr Tony
Stimson was introduced to a local land owner Mr Albert Jordaan (via
our historian colleagues) on whose land a battle was fought by his
grandfather Captain Alfred EM Norton B Squadron 4th South
Australian Imperial Bushmen (4SAIB) on the 3rd July 1900.
The battle was fought by artillery between two kopje’s known as
Leeukop (then it was spelt Leeuwkop and Bakenkop). What followed
the initial meeting on his farm was the suggestion of raising a memorial
to all who fought over the ground on that day 117 years ago, to stand
in memory to all those on both sides who fought and died here so
long ago. Mr Jordaan agreed, Dr Stimson “stumped” up the funds and
the memorial was built of stone quarried off the surrounding land. It
was another story of being in the right place at the right time for
Captain Norton and his men of B Squadron 4SAIB.
Without turning this text into a novel, the basic facts are as follows –
The British Forces had six guns on Leeukop firing a duel with the
Boers on adjacent kopjes some 2 kms away. Four of the six were
manned by the 38th Royal Field Artillery.The Boers crept up a “donga”
(gully) at the bottom of the kopje, in this donga was a crop of quite
tall maize growing. The day was reported as being very cold and wet.
The Boers dropped some rounds on target, then in the confusion the
Boers rushed out of the maize field and grabbed three of the four
38th R.F.A. guns. The artillery officer in charge was seriously wounded
and yelled, “save the guns” and sent one of his men up and over the
kopje where Captain Norton and twelve of his B Squadron men were
taking cover. They, along with others close by at the time, recaptured
the guns from the Boers.
In due course Captain Alfred EM Norton was awarded a DSO for his
efforts in leading to the recapture of the guns.

Centre left Mr Agafonov (in suit Russian Embassy Pretoria) Major Paul
Naish (Rtd Rhodesian/South African Defence Force to rear) Dr Tony
Stimson (grandson of Capt. Norton from Adelaide) Captain Victor
Dolgerov (Russian Naval Defence Attaché Pretoria) Dennis Weatherall
(to the right of Captain Dolgerov – Australian Military
Historian/Battlefield Guide with beard and cap).
In trolling the web for information on Strolman, it was discovered that
last year the Russian Federation Embassy in Pretoria held a memorial
service for Lt Strolman. So I made contact with the Russian Embassy in
Pretoria and asked the Ambassador if they’d like, after 117 years, to meet
the grandson of the man who killed their then young officer. Much to
my surprise the offer was accepted. So on this early morning on neutral
ground we met with the Deputy Ambassador, Councillor Alexsandr
Agafonov and the Deputy Defence Attaché Captain (Naval) Victor
Dolgerov. Dr Stimson related the story of the event then we respectfully
and jointly laid a wreath on Lt Strolman’s grave. Lt Strolman’s remains
at his mother’s request in 1905 had been reinterred here in Pretoria
from his original burial site in Bethlehem.

www.battlefieldsoftheworld.com.au

Mr Albert Jordaan – standing left and Dr Tony
Stimson – standing to the right on the memorial.
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DFWA SHOP
Men’s Bisley Shirt
A high quality collared shirt with
embroidered DFWA badge. Light blue
colour and available in long or short
sleeve. Size range XL, L, M, S.
$45.00 including postage

Women’s Bisley Shirt

If you wish to place an order for any of the DFWA
Shop items, please complete the order form details
below and send your order to the address shown.

DFWA Shop Order Form
ITEM

SIZE QTY/SIZE UNIT PRICE TOTAL

1. Bisley Shirt - Men’s

XL, L M, S

$45.00

2. Bisley Shirt —Women’s

XL, L, M, S

$55.00

A high quality collared shirt with
embroidered DFWA badge. Light blue
colour and available in long or short
sleeve. Size range XL, L, M, S.
$55.00 including postage

3. DFWA Cap

xxxxx

$15.00

4. DFWA Lapel Badge

xxxxx

$5.00

XXL XL, L M, S

$36.00

6. DFWA Cloth Badge

xxxxx

$10.00

DFWA Polo Shirt (JB’s Wear)

7. Embroidered Patch

xxxxx

$10.00

8. DFWA Zip Front Jacket XXL, XL, L, M, S

$75.00

9. DFWA Zip Front Vest

$35.00

Smart looking polo shirt in Navy blue with
gold trim and embroidered DFWA badge.
Size range XXL, XL, L, M, S.
$36.00 including postage

5. DFWA Polo Shirt

XXL, XL, L, M, S

TOTAL DUE

Zip Front Jacket
Navy blue with DFWA embroidered
badge. Size range XXL, XL, L, M, S.
$75.00 including postage

Zip Front Vest
Navy blue with DFWA embroidered
badge. Size range XXL, XL, L, M, S.
$35.00 including postage

$

Notes:
1. Please note that Bisley shirts are generally one size larger than most other brands.
2. All prices include postage.
3. Please specify the size required (where applicable) in the quantity column

Please enter your contact and payment details
below and send your completed order form to:

DFWA QLD INC,
Victoria Barracks Brisbane, Enoggera QLD 4051
Or email your order and payment details to:

qldbranch@dfwa.org.au
YOUR DETAILS:

DFWA Metal Lapel
Badge

Title ............. Initial ........ Surname .........................................

Attractive enamel finish with single
pin attachment.
$5.00 including postage

Address .......................................................................................

DFWA Cloth Pocket
Badge
with three attachment pins.
$10.00 including postage

........................................................................... State .................
Postcode ..................... Phone ..................................................
Email ............................................................................................

DFWA Embroidered
Cloth Patch
On a navy blue background.
$10.00 including postage

PAYMENT DETAILS:

Internet Banking/Direct Debit:
Bank of QLD BSB 124 076 Account No: 10 480 398
Or enclose Cheque/Money Order:

$ ………………

DFWA Cap
Navy blue with DFWA embroidered
badge.
$15.00 including postage

Signature:

…………………………………………

Date: ………/………/………………
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Bristol Blenheim Light
Bombers of No. 62 Squadron
at Singapore in 1941

Patrick Heenan:
Spying for the Empire
by LtCol Alistair Pope, psc (Retired)
Several years ago I read a line in a book that mentioned that an Indian Army
Officer had been court-martialled in Singapore and sentenced to death for
treason by spying for the Japanese invaders during their invasion of Malaya.
The comment appeared to be too fantastic and I dismissed the story as his
final fate was not mentioned and his spying was more likely just a case of
extreme communications carelessness that had leaked information to the
invaders rather than an active intelligence operation. The officer was Captain
Patrick Heenan of the Indian Army, and he was a spy betraying his own army.
EARLY LIFE
Heenan was born in Reefton, New Zealand in 1910 without the father being
named on his Birth Cetificate. A year later, both mother and son moved to
Burma (now Myanmar) with a mining engineer named George Heenan.
There is no evidence that George Heenan was Patrick's father, however
Patrick was baptised under the surname of ‘Heenan’. George Heenan died
in 1912 and Patrick's mother then worked for a family called Carroll. In
1922, the Carrolls moved to England, and Anne Stanley (Heenan) went with
them. Mrs Carroll died a few years later, and Bernard Carroll, who was an
accountant, married Anne. From 1923 to 1926, Patrick was a live-in boarder
at Sevenoaks School. Heenan appears to have been a poor student and a
"gloomy, resentful misfit disliked by other pupils". He nevertheless excelled
at boxing.
In 1927 he proceeded to Cheltenham College, which prepared students for
military careers. Heenan was not a high-performer and was often attending
classes with much younger boys. It appears that Heenan was unpopular with
other students and was often in trouble with school authorities. Although
he joined the Officers Training Corps (OTC) he did not gain any formal
qualifications, which meant he was not able to join the British Army as an
officer cadet when he left school.
PRE-WAR MILITARY CAREER
In the early 1930s, Heenan applied for the Army Supplementary Reserve,
which was the only way he could become an officer without formal
qualifications. He was able to join the reserve by presenting his baptism
certificate, along with a certificate signed by his school headmaster, stating
that Heenan was capable of performing the duties of an officer. This was
endorsed by the commander of Cheltenham's OTC. In 1932, he was placed
on the Supplementary Reserve.
In 1935, 547AI Second Lieutenant Patrick Heenan was commissioned into
the British Army. He was added to the Indian Army's Unattached List, and
was posted to India.After completing the six months' induction training with
a British regiment, Heenan’s performance was such that he was not accepted
by any Indian Army regiments. He served an additional six months with
another British regiment before finally being accepted by the 16th Punjab
Regiment. He reportedly performed well in a skirmish on the North West
Frontier, but was later transferred to the Indian Army Service Corps, which
was a common means used to get unsatisfactory officers away from

prestigious frontline regiments. Heenan later returned to the 16th Punjab
Regiment, but was posted to a different battalion.
In 1938 – 39, Heenan took a six-month ‘sabbatical leave’ and spent his time
in Japan. While he was there it is unclear whether he approached the
Imperial Japanese Army, or if they approached him, but there is no doubt this
is when he was recruited as a spy for the Empire of the Sun. Motivation? It
does not appear to have been money, so perhaps his resentment of his years
of marginal performance, the need to enter the British army by subterfuge
and his failure to achieve acceptance and recognition for his work drove him
to seek revenge on his compatriots, the Army and his country. He never
stated a reason for his treason. We know that Kim Philby was driven by
both an admiration of Stalin and Communism (as he thought it should be,
not as it actually was) and a deep-seated resentment of the ‘English class
system’, even though he was part of it and benefited from its ‘old boy’
network. When his fellow traitor, Anthony Blunt was asked why he spied
for Russia (a country he said he would die rather than live in) he said it was
‘fun and exciting to fool the society he lived in, but despised! Yet, he benefited
greatly from the very society his treachery sought to destroy.
THE COMING OF WW2 IN THE FAR EAST
In 1939, war was declared between Britain and its Allies and Germany and
its Axis supporters (less Japan). By 1940 (with the fall of France) Britain
could not spare any additional resources to defend its interests in India and
the Far-East. The hope against bellicose Japanese threats and an invasion of
the strategically important Malaya lay in the substantial American forces in
the Philippines, Guam and at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, French Indo-China
(which was aligned with the Vichy French and the German-lead Axis powers),
the colonial Dutch Army in Indonesia and the ‘impregnable’ British fortress
of Singapore (with about 100,000 troops) and powerful modern warships.
Furthermore, it was assessed that as Japan had been fighting in China for
ten years and had already lost a substantial number of veteran soldiers it
appeared that they were hemmed in and already overcommitted. They had
also lost a major confrontation with the USSR at Nomohan in the summer
of 1939.
In 1941, when the USA and Britain imposed an embargo on oil exports to
Japan (which threatened to cripple both their military operations in China
and their industrial production) concerns that the Japanese would react and
seize both Burma and/or the Sumatran oilfields grew. Various wargames and
studies failed to discern the extent of their ambitious plan to conquer a huge
area, nor how any invasion would be implemented. Interestingly, the plan
that was actually implemented by attacking Singapore via the ‘back door’
through Malaya was considered the most likely option. Unfortunately, the
plans created to counter such a venture were poorly coordinated and
haphazardly implemented.

Continued page 33
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DEFENCE FORCE WELFARE ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION TO JOIN OR RENEW
To Honorary Secretary, DFWA ......................................................... Branch (send to address on Contacts page)
Please enroll me / renew* my membership in the DFWA (* delete as appropriate)
Rank/Title .................................................

Family Name .......................................................................................................................................

Given Names ...................................................................................................... Post Nominals ..............................................................................
Address ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
State ............................................................... Postcode ................................... DOB ............... / ................ / 19 ...............
Preferred telephone .............................................. Email ..........................................................................................................................................

PLEASE MARK THE FOLLOWING THAT APPLY TO YOU:
[ ] Serving

[ ] Retired

[ ] Navy

[ ] Army

[ ] Air Force

Membership is on an
Financial Year basis,
ie 1 July to 30 June

[ ] Allied

[ ] Spouse of ADF member [ ] Widow/Widower of former ADF Member [ ] N/A
MY SUPERANNUATION FUND:

[ ] ADFSUPER

[ ] MSBS

[ ] DFRDB

[ ] DFRB

PAYMENT:

$ ......................................... is my annual / life subscription / tax deductible donation to the Association’s Branch or
National Welfare Fund (delete as appropriate):
[ ] Enclosed as a cheque or money order.
[ ] On ..... .... / .... .... / 20 ........ I made a Electronic Funds Transfer to my nominated Branch, in accordance with the
instructions found on the DFWA website (www.dfwa.org.au)
Signature .......................................................................................... Date: .... .... / .... .... / 20 ........
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

FEES

Serving and former members of the Australian Defence Force

$40.00

Spouses, widows and widowers of the above

$20.00

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Serving and former members of the Australian Defence Force

$560.00

Spouses, widows and widowers of the above

$300.00
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HEENAN AND THE JAPANESE INVASION
As part of an increased commitment to the defence of Malaya/Singapore,
Heenan's unit was sent to Malaya in 1939. It can be deduced that Heenan
was not regarded as a suitable commander of front line troops as he was
transferred to staff position with an Indian Army air liaison unit and sent to
Singapore for training. Following the completion of his air liaison training,
Heenan was based at Alor Star in northern Malaya. In June 1941 this was
the place to be as an Air Liaison Officer as this was where most of the British
and Commonwealth squadrons in Malaya were based. In the latter part of
1941, Heenan was attached to No. 62 Squadron of the British RAF.
The squadron had been established in 1937 as part of the build-up of the
RAF and was deployed firstly to Singapore and later Malaya where it flew
the Bristol Blenheim Light Bombers.
On 8th December Japanese forces simultaneously invaded Thailand and
Malaya. Although the recognition codes were changed every 24 hours the
timing of Japanese Air Raids on the Allied airfields was impeccable.
On the 9th December the Squadron moved to Butterworth Air Base, near
Penang where it prepared for a counter raid on the Japanese airfield at
Singora. As the squadron was about to take off it was attacked on the ground
by Japanese fighters. Most of the squadron was destroyed or damaged and
only one Blenheim, piloted by Squadron Leader Arthur Scarf managed to
escape. Scarf flew on and single-handedly attacked Singora. Unfortunately,
Scarf’s lone bomber was attacked by Japanese fighters and attracted the
concentrated anti-aircraft fire. His aircraft was heavily damaged Scarf was
badly wounded. Despite severe his injuries, he managed to return to Alor
Star and make a forced landing, saving the rest of his crew. He died in hospital
that evening and was later awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross for his
heroic action.
THE END OF A SPY
During the raid on Alor Star another officer in the AIL unit noticed that
Heenan was not in the bomb shelter. He was both concerned for Heenan
and suspicious about his behaviour. Lt(?) Tavender went to Heenan’s quarters
and discovered a radio, which was still warm. Among other espionage
equipment, Heenan had a morse code transmitter disguised as a typewriter
and operated by an alphanumeric keyboard. They had the evidence, but
Heenan was gone.
Despite the disruption and turmoil in Malaya, Heenan was soon located and
arrested. He was immediately sent to Singapore under guard and courtmartialled for treason. He was sentenced to death, but this required
confirmation by the British Government in London. At this time both
London and the Singapore Command had bigger problems, so Heenan
languished in custody in Singapore for several weeks.
By that time the Japanese had defeated the Allies in Malaya and invested
Singapore Island. On 8th February 1942 they landed on the northern coast
of Singapore Island and pushed the defenders back into an ever-decreasing
perimeter. It became obvious that it was only a matter of time before
fortress would fall to the Japanese. At this point, Heenan disappears from
the official records.
Anecdotal evidence and sworn testimony after the war pieced together that
the most likely scenario was that when a British defeat became inevitable
Heenan reverted to his old, unpleasant self in the belief that the Japanese

would soon free him. Now very cocky at his apparently impending release
he began taunting his guards to the effect that he would soon be free and
they would be prisoners. It appears that the British military police
responsible for guarding him took matters into their own hands. The military
police warders cut a pack of cards to decide who would execute Heenan.
The ‘honour’ fell to a military police sergeant. On realising his fate Heenan
is reputed to have tried to negotiate with his guards to the effect that he
would see to it that they were ‘looked after’ when they became prisoners
of the Japanese if they saved him. It was to no avail. He was taken to the
dockside at Keppel Harbour and killed with a single pistol shot to the back
of the head. His body was then thrown into the harbour. It was never found.
AFTERMATH
Heenan was a tactical, low-level spy once the war began. As such he would
have had no strategic effect on the outcome of the Malay/Singaporean
campaign, though it is likely he caused the near destruction of No. 62
Squadron. It is not known for how long he had been a spy, but it is probable
that he had been passing information since his return from his extended visit
to Japan. Nothing was found in the surviving Japanese records after the war
ended. However, his actions did have a negative effect on the morale of the
troops in Malaya.
As he had never officially been executed for treason his name was listed
among the ‘missing’ personnel at the Kranji War Cemetery Memorial. It was
not until 1999 that it was removed from the list.
After the surrender of Singapore the Japanese made cursory enquiries about
the fate of ‘their man’. They accepted that explanation that he was missing,
probably killed in a Japanese bombing raid a few days before Singapore fell.
They were probably relieved as Heenan had nothing more to contribute to
their war effort and would now just be another useless mouth to feed.
What is of more interest are the differences in character between Arthur
Scarf,VC and the despicable, treasonous behaviour of Patrick Heenan. Scarf
was a man of honour. Who carried out his duty with dedication, courage,
honesty and loyalty, whereas Heenan was a traitor, a marginal performer,
dishonest and eventually he was even a failure as a despised spy.
In the end, it is a reminder that character is what counts most of all.
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BRANCH REPORTS
NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCH
Patron:

His Excellency General The Honourable
David Hurley AC DSC (Retd)
Vice Patrons:
Fleet Commander, Forces Commander,
Air Commander
President:
Michael Stuart-Watt
Vice President (Navy): Ralph Derbidge MBE
Vice President (RAAF): Alan Hind
Vice President (Army): TBA
Treasurer:
Ralph Hannaford
Membership Sec.
John Kane
Location:
Victoria Barracks
34A Moore Park Road,
PADDINGTON NSW 2021
Telephone:
(02) 8335 5447 (4 lines) + Voice Mail
Email:
nswbranch@dfwa.org.au

CONTACT GROUPS IN NSW
CENTRAL WEST
Anthony (Tony) Horsington
45 Dalton Street
PARKES NSW 2870
Mobile: 0412 299 331
HUNTER VALLEY
David Winkelmann AFC
PO Box 467,
MAYFIELD NSW 2304
Ph: (02) 4968 3811

SHOALHAVEN
Mr Christopher Cliﬀord
6 Platypus Avenue,
SANCTUARY POINT NSW
2540
Ph: (02) 4443 7725
Mr Kevin C Buchanan
12 The Triangle,
CULBURRA BEACH NSW 2540
Ph: (02) 4447 2461

Around Australia
ACT BRANCH
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Convener DWG:
Postal Address:
Email:
Telephone:

Les Bienkiewicz
Trevor Goodhew
Gerard Gough
Paul Jones
Annette Sadler
GPO Box 2272 CANBERRA ACT 2601
actbranch@dfwa.org.au
(02) 6265 9496 (answering service only)

ACT Branch members also receive an insert Capital Chit Chat.
PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO THE DFWA ACT AGM – 17 OCTOBER
2017
Good Evening Ladies and Gentlemen... Thank you for your attendance
this evening. Your attendance and the holding of this AGM is an important
governance activity for the Association to ensure it is managed in a
proper manner. To that end I note this AGM was advertised by way of a
notice The Canberra Times as well as on our website, in Camaraderie
and by direct email to members. I apologise if much of what I say is a
repeat of what I have said in previous report. Indeed, I feel a strong sense
of déjà vu as yet again I am pleased to report that the Branch continues
to be well managed and is in good shape.
I can advise you that your Committee met formally six times in the year
and is also able to work “out of session” when necessary with the use
of email communication.

A report of NSW Branch activities to NSW Branch members is provided
in the insert NATTER.

And again it would be remiss of me not to make special mention of your
Committee members, and to express my personal thanks to them all.

NEW MEMBER
Your President and Committee offer a warm welcome to the DFWA
family to Mrs Pamela Martin who joined the NSW Branch in October
2017.

Your Treasurer Paul Jones has prepared audited reports for your
information. Please look closely at the accounts. You will see that we
have a very small surplus, due mainly to the timing of certain receipts
and expenditures as at 30 June. As I reported last year, low interest rates,
our high number of life members and difficulty in attracting new members
continues to put pressure on the accounts. Again, I need to put on
record the comment that whilst we have a healthy capital balance your
Committee will not squander it. It does however give us the potential
to consider expenditure should an urgent need arise.

VALE
It is with regret that the death of the following members is advised:
WGCDR J C Burley, Mrs V M Carter, Mrs J A Hughes, Mrs J P Janes, Mr
L D Matterson, CAPT W C Mullaney BEM, JP, Mr C J Riley, CAPT G L
Sheridan AM, RAN (Rtd), CMDR R A Speight MBE, RAN (Rtd), Mr W R
Trevethan, Mr J A Wallis, Mr M Wood.

Our Hon Treasurer is here tonight and I invite you to raise any questions
you may have when his report is formally tabled.
Trevor Goodhew, your Membership Registrar, has worked hard managing
all our membership issues, managing the applications we make for grants
as well as taking the initiative when the Branch needs to be represented
as various fora throughout the ACT, including the ACT KOC and ADF
Transition Seminars. Thank you Trevor.
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Our four pension, welfare and advocacy officers – Hilton Leonard, Kerry
Mellor, Annette Sadler and Keith Russell - have again assisted dozens of
individuals, some requiring just some quick advice, others requiring many
hours of personal assistance. For example I was advised only yesterday
of a successful outcome on a advocacy case that took one of our
advocates over two years to finalise. Other cases can be quite humbling
and even distressing. Your Branch supports them in numerous ways, such
as funding their attendance at various training courses throughout the
year, as is noted in the financial reports. One issue of some concern is
the new training and registration arrangements being imposed on our
advocates by the DVA. We fear this will adversely impact on the number
of advocates the DFWA and all other Ex Service Organisations will be
able to support in the coming years.
Our Defence Widows Group convenor – Annette Sadler – has provided
a written report which will be tabled at this meeting. I am sure you will
agree that the hard work, dedication and commitment that Annette and
her Committee show warrant our special thanks. As Annette’s report
will show, the DWG continues to support over 260 Defence widows
and the DWG has again had a very productive and busy year, and I
commend the report to you.
Finally, your Hon Secretary, Gerard Gough, warrants special mention for
doing the myriad of secretariat and representational events to support
the Branch (the most recent being arranging the Branch stand at the
recent Government House Open Day), all while working full time. I am
delighted he has agreed to continue for this coming year. Thank you
Gerard.
Nationally, the DFWA has had a busy year and I commend the updates
on both Branch and National issues that are provided in the Association’s
magazine Camaraderie. This past year has seen significant efforts in
relation to the 2017 ADF Wage case; the Veterans’ Affairs Legislation
Amendment (Omnibus Bill); the Senate Inquiry into the new ADF
Compensation Act to name a few. Later in the evening we will be joined
by our new National President – Kel Ryan – as well as the National
Secretary – Alf Jaugietis – and I will invite them to speak to you at the
conclusion of this AGM.
Ladies and Gentlemen that concludes my formal report to you. I will be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
Les Bienkiewicz 17 October 2017
VALE
With regret we record the passing of Mrs Patricia Seach, Mrs Margaret
Fletcher, Mrs Doris Young, Mrs Iris Barnes, Mrs Ruth Winstanley and
LTCOL Edward Gibson.
NEW MEMBERS
A welcome to our new members Mr Neil Sperring, Mrs Rosemary Hulse,
Mrs Shirley Boyden, Mr Arthur Skimin, Mrs Claire Hinton, Mrs Enid Vance,
Mrs Alice Mason and Mrs Constance Casey.

QUEENSLAND BRANCH
President:
Exec Vice President:
Vice President:
VP – Far North Qld:
VP – Sunshine Coast:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
E-mail:
Oﬃce Hours:

John Lowis
Robert Shortridge
Pat Jackman
Ray Martin
Win Fowles
Deborah Keir
Walter Buldo
Victoria Barracks Brisbane
ENOGGERA QLD 4051
(07) 3233 4480
qldbranch@dfwa.org.au
Tue – Wed: 1000 to 1400 hrs
Fridays: 0900 to 1100 hrs

A more detailed Report for Qld Based Members is contained in the
“Hotline” Insert..
COMMITTEE CHANGES
While we farewelled Kel Ryan as the Vice President North Qld , we also
said,“Welcome back” as he relocated from Cairns to Brisbane.At the same
time he has been acting National President following the resignation of
David Jamison.We thank Kel for his work in the Qld Branch for many years
and wish him well in his new role.
The role of Vice President North Qld was not filled at the AGM in
September, however, since then Ray Martin has agreed to fill the position.
Ray has been well known in the Townsville Defence Community for
representing the interests of current and former ADF members and their
families. He was instrumental in organising Public Rallies to support fair pay
regarding the previous Workplace Remuneration Arrangement in 2014.We
are pleased to welcome him aboard.
ACTIVITIES
Committee members have continued to represent veteran interests
generally and DFWA members’ interests specifically in various fora including,
the Qld Veterans Advisory Council (to State Government), Qld Consultative
Forum (DVA Qld), the Qld Forum of ESOs (collaborative working), the
Anzac Day Commemoration Committee (Qld Government – organises
the ANZAC Brisbane Dawn Service and Student Service), the ESO
Information Forum, (organised by RSL and Legacy) and the ADF Transition
Seminars. These take a considerable amount of time and effort and the
workload is shared among the Committee members.
Additionally, we provide individuals with DVA pension and welfare advice,
Advocacy representation, support on Military Superannuation issues,
referrals to our Financial Advisor and solicitors as well as providing Poppy
Services mainly as result of referrals from funeral directors. In some
circumstances, we refer requests for welfare, pension and advocacy support
to other ESO that are better able to provide that support due to location
or resources.
In last few months, we have also had individual meetings with ADF
commanders, several MPs (state and federal), the Defence Branch of the
Commonwealth Ombudsman and other ESO. We have also continued to
seek greater engagement with “Young Veterans”.
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ISSUES
As I write, a state election has been called and with redistribution,
additional electorates and the general disillusionment of the population
with political parties, the outcome is completely unknown.While veteran
matters have not generally been state election issues in the past, there
are several seats with high numbers of veterans and serving ADF members
and which are regarded as marginal. Interestingly, the LNP has issued a
Veterans’ policy and the Labor government has engaged with the Defence
Community directly and through QVAC ESO on veteran matters. Issues
such as a creation of a Qld Minister for Veteran Affairs, a State Charter
for Veterans, a Qld Veterans Card, have been discussed. DFWAQ plan to
email members as soon as possible outlining the position of each party
on veteran issues. We plan to also advise our serving ”Virtual Members”
with the assistance of National.

It is with regret that our outgoing Secretary Maria Barclay had to resign due
to ill health. Maria was well known throughout the ESO community and will
not only be missed by us but by the Defence community.We wish Maria all
the best for a speedy recovery, and her husband David who is also on the
sick list. We also lost Peter Jackman who had to resign due to his wife`s
illness. Thanks Peter for all your help and we hope everything is going well
for you and your wife. Our past President John Wilson is also on the sick list
and is recovering.We hope to see him at the NATEX dinner.

Other issues we are involved in either directly, by providing support,
seeking to influence direction etc include:
• Deficiencies in ATDP design and implementation, particularly
affecting remote areas;
• Tax and Family Court treatment of DFRDB/MSBS Invalidity
Benefit payments;
• Changes in the provision of Hearing Devices since SCRA
administration passed to DVA and Office of Hearing Services.
• Deficiencies and lack of co-ordination of a multitude of
“Transition” initiatives. (Headless Chook syndrome!);
• Australian Military Covenant and a Qld Charter for Veterans.
• Message not getting through to transitioning ADF families about
support available.
• Veteran suicide, Mental Health and Mefloquine.

On Saturday 12 Nov we will be attending the Inaugural Baker-Gordon
cricket match being played against the Army and RAAF.This is a fund raiser
with proceeds going to the Woman`s and Children`s hospital.We have been
asked to attend and will have a display with other ESO`S. The Governor
General will be in attendance along with other dignitaries.We will be there
and hopefully will recruit some new blood.

We had our AGM which was poorly attended however, we have a committee
and its business as normal.We hope to recruit more to fill our ranks on the
committee. Membership is reasonable and we thank those loyal members.
I was a guest on RSL radio on two occasions and will also be talking on radio
for Services Voices.

I would like thank Dave Helman and the committee of RAAFA South
Australian Branch for their generous donation. Also Blackwell Funeral who
have been supporting our branch for some years.
We look forward to the coming year and working with the other ESO`S as
I see quite a bit of work that will need to be done to hold the Government
to account. The latest scandal, Fire Fighting Foam as seen on Four Corners
looks like being another Agent Orange debacle.

John Lowis - President DFWAQ.
Lee Bowes - President

SOUTH AUSTRALIA BRANCH
His Excellency Hieu Van Le AC,
Governor of South Australia
President
Lee Bowes
Deputy President
Vacant
Immediate Past President
John Wilson
Senior Vice-President
Laurie Lewis
Secretary
David Lyas
Treasurer
Ian Smith
Vice President (Navy)
TBA
Vice President (Army)
Paul (Tich) Tyson
Vice President (Air Force)
Vacant
Honorary Auditor
John D Thornton FAICD FAIM FCPA
Convenor Women Veterans TBA
Membership Oﬃcer
Peter Jackman
Contact: 0411 137 813 or email sabranch@dfwa.org.au

VICTORIA BRANCH

Patron

FROM THE PRESIDENT
At last we have a new Secretary. David Lyas was voted in at our AGM
which was held on 26 OCT. David is an ex Policeman who served 32
years and 38 years as a Naval Reservist, 13 years as a CDT Officer in
charge of TS Noarlunga. With so much sea in his veins he has also taken
up the position of Vice President Navy.We welcome David to our branch
and look forward to working with him.
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Patron:

The Honourable Linda Dessau, AM,
Governor of Victoria.
President:
Stephen Turner
Vice President Navy: Vacant
Vice President Army: John James
Vice President Air Force: Darryl Topp
Secretary/Treasurer: Greg Powell
Location:
Victoria Barracks Melbourne (H Block)
256-310 St Kilda Road
SOUTHBANK VIC 3006
Telephone:
(03) 9282 4959 (+Answering Service)
Facsimile:
(03) 9282 7089
Email:
vicbranch@dfwa.org.au
Oﬃce Hours:
Tue and Thur 0900 to 1500 hrs
FROM THE PRESIDENT
Unfortunately I have not been able to devote as much time as I would wish
to Branch matters as I have been overseas for an extended period during
September and October. From discussions with our Branch Secretary I am
assured that the financial position of the Branch remains on a sound footing
although there was a significant drop in the annual raffle revenues this year.
This is disappointing and the factors that contributed to this outcome will
be raised at the National Executive meeting in Adelaide in November.
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VICTORIAN VETERANS COUNCIL
In the last newsletter I highlighted the Victorian State Government’s initiative
to better support the serving and veteran community. I am happy to report
that this work continues apace under the good guidance of Stuart Dodds
who heads the Victorian Veterans Council. Stuart and his team from the
Department of Premier and Cabinet have facilitated a number of round
tables with the Veteran community and from these efforts I believe will
emerge an improved government understanding of what the needs of the
veteran community are and how best the government and its agencies can
meet these needs.
MEMBERSHIP
The ravages of time continue to take its toll on the Branch membership
numbers. While the Branch has gained a few new members – mostly from
serving or recently discharged personnel seeking assistance with DVA claims
– the sad fact is that most of our members are well into their twilight years.
For the association to survive we need to capture new members. The
association was formed to advocate for the fair support by government of
serving and past members of the Army, Navy and Airforce and their families.
The association, working with other likeminded Ex Service Organisations,
has been instrumental in gaining improvements in both Service personnel
conditions and pay and in rectifying some of the deficiencies in post service
support to veterans via the various Defence superannuation and injury
compensation and support schemes. Recent examples of this work is the
role the association played in the Fair Go campaign and its advocacy at the
Defence Remuneration Tribunal prior to the last Defence pay case.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The next Branch Committee meeting is scheduled for 14 November at the
Mail Exchange Hotel (corner of Bourke and Spencer Streets in the CBD).
Branch members are most welcome to attend committee meetings and, if
any wishes to do, I only ask that you contact the Branch Secretary, Greg
Powell, beforehand to that we can ensure that there is sufficient room to
accommodate all attending. Greg can be contacted on the Branch telephone
numbers above on Tuesdays and Thursdays or (best) by emailing
vicbranch@dfwa.org.au
FEEDBACK AND SUGGESTIONS
The Branch Committee cannot successfully support the membership in a
vacuum.The Committee needs membership feedback and suggestions if the
Committee is to truly serve the needs of the Branch.
Please feel free to send your input / comments to your Committee by
dropping a line to:
President DFWA (Vic)
Victoria Barracks Melbourne (H Block)
256 – 310 St Kilda Road, SOUTHBANK VIC 3006
Or email to vicbranch@dfwa.org.au
Stephen Turner – President DFWA (Vic)

WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRANCH
Patron:

Just prior to my departing overseas I received a letter from one of our
members who resides in the Albury Wodonga region recommending that
we set up a local group in his area.While my absence overseas has prevented
me from following up on this suggestion, I thank the member for the
suggestion and I intend exploring this matter with the Branch committee at
our next meeting in November.
NATIONAL RAFFLE
This year’s raffle results saw Victorian members taking out the second and
third prizes. As I noted above the take up this year’s DFWA raffle was
significantly down on previous years. This is disappointing and as I highlighted
above why this occurred will be explored at the forthcoming National
Executive meeting in November. The raffle revenues are critical to the
financial health of the State and Territory Branches and the ongoing work
of the National Office. Similar to every other volunteer organisation, the
Association needs to maintain a sound financial position if it going to be able
to continue to work on behalf of its members and the causes they espouse.
SWAC
On behalf of the members of the Victorian Branch, the Committee is proud
to once again support the annual Veterans Story Writing and Art
Competition by providing sponsorship and prize plaques. SWAC is a joint
initiative of Victorian ex-service organisations, DVA and the Heidelberg
Repatriation Hospital. The competition began in 1962 at the Repatriation
General Hospital as therapy for returned soldiers. It continues to enhance
participants’ health and wellbeing by providing the opportunity to develop
new skills, interests and social support. SWAC provides entrants with an
opportunity to have their works publicly acknowledged and, where
appropriate, recorded for posterity. Stories submitted under the “True
Wartime Experience” category are retained in the private records collection
of the Australian War Memorial.

Vice Patrons:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Convenor DWG:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Oﬃce Hours:
Email:
Location:

Her Excellency the Honourable
Kerry Sanderson AC
Maritime Commander Western Region
Army Commander Western Region
Air Commander RAAF Base Pearce
Richard Usher
Max Ball
Allan Austin
Lou Halvorson
Shirly Mooney OAM
Irwin Barracks
KARRAKATTA WA 6010
(08) 9383 4055 (Answering Machine A/H)
Mon, Wed and Thur 1000 to 1400 hrs
wabranch@dfwa.org.au
Karrakatta Community House
Matapau Road
Irwin Barracks KARRAKATTA WA 6010

A more detailed report will be provided to WA Branch members in the
Branch newsletter ‘The Western Front’, which will be posted to members
with the December edition of Camaraderie.
NEW MEMBERS
The President and members offer a warm welcome to LTCOL Brendan
Dwyer
VALE
It is with deep regret that we note the passing of Mr Chris Knight
ELECTION OF COMMITTEE
The following were elected at the AGM: Richard Usher (President), Max
Ball (Vice President), Allan Austin (Secretary), Lou Halvorson (Treasurer),
Shirly Mooney OAM (Convenor DWG), Brian Cooper OAM and Mark
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Wainwright (Advocates), and committee members - Robert Potts, Pam
Seymour, Steve Lucks, Neville Clark, Allen Long and Clive Greenhill.
BRANCH AGM
The Branch AGM, held at RAAFA Bull Creek in September, was attended by
over 30 people. The guest speaker was Dr. Jon Laugharne, a Consultant
Psychiatrist, who talked about his work with the psychological effects of
traumatic experiences. Jon asked members what they would like explained
with particular reference to PTSD. He talked about the new research that
demonstrated how various traumatic experiences, whether a single episode
or a series of experiences could affect and change the brain. In layman’s
terms he described how the brain reacted to such traumas and consequently
how PTSD developed. A traumatic experience could cause an immediate
onset, or take many years to manifest. In relating to the military experience,
he suggested the early intervention could be beneficial and that all levels of
PTSD were treatable.
The AGM door prize (a beautiful set of drawings of Military buildings around
Australia) was won by Maryvonne Holister.

ANNUAL RAFFLE
Congratulations to Mrs Shirley Dee who won one of the consolation prizes
in this year’s draw. Thanks go to all members who supported this year’s
raffle, and also to those members who included a donation with their raffle
money. Donations are very gratefully received and do support the amazing
work that DFWA does in assisting not only those who serve and have
served our country, but also their families.
DWG WA BRANCH
The DWG meets at the DVA offices every second month. They are
currently preparing for a Christmas morning tea on Monday 11 December.
BRANCH CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Our annual Christmas lunch will be held on Thursday 7 December at
RAAFA Bullcreek. We expect about 100 members to be present.
OFFICE CLOSURE.
The office in Karrakatta will be closed from COB Thursday 14th December
and reopen on Monday 22rd January 2017. The answering machine in the
office will be checked from time to time. Urgent matters - please email
wabranch@dfwa.org.au and your request will be seen within a short period.

Bibliography continued from page 33
on the ground within thirty-six hours of the outbreak of hostilities, which greatly
contributed to the loss of Singapore. ….
Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No._62_Squadron_RAF
Mr Sydney Tavender, chairman of the Cotswold branch of the Far East Prisoners of
War, and who served in The Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders, was detached to the
AIL unit with Heenan. He said the Japanese aircraft always seemed to know the
correct recognition codes and would always arrive at the worst possible moment.
By 10th December, the Japanese had destroyed most of the Allied aircraft in
northern Malaya.
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'the fall of Singapore was not caused by Australian cowardice as suggested by
documents released earlier this year but by a spy in a secret Allied unit whose
treachery was covered up by the British establishment'.
According to Elphick - whose press statement coincided with release of his book
‘Odd Man Out’ - on 10th December 1941 Captain Patrick Heenan, an army liaison
officer attached to RAF intelligence, was caught in Northern Malaya transmitting
signals to the enemy about the locations of airfields and the disposition of aircraft.
The transmission of this information had resulted in the destruction of the air force

Defence Force Welfare Association
The Association does much work on your behalf - from lobbying Government to improve conditions
to assistance to individuals. We cannot do it without financial and human resources.Your tax deductible
donation will help us continue our good work: if you are able to help us financially, please detach the
form below and send it along with your tax deductible donation. A receipt will be issued to you.

DONATION
To The National Office, DFWA PO Box 4166, KINGSTON, ACT 2604
Please accept my donation of $ ................................. to the Defence Force Welfare Association
Rank/Title .......................................... Name ..............................................................................................
Address .........................................................................................................................................................
State ............................................ Postcode ................................... Phone ...............................................
Alternatively, make an electronic deposit as follows:
Account Name: Defence Force Welfare Association
A receipt will be sent to you on request.

38 CAMARADERIE

BSB: 803 205

Account Number: 20656807

Endorsed by the Defence Force Welfare Association
iation

Honouring those who were only 19
As a bold salute to our heroes, this handsome chronograph is
hand-crafted from rugged stainless steel and intricately engraved
with a wealth of icons associated with the Southeast Asian
conﬂict. Against the dramatic black and green face, the famous
Iroquois ‘Huey’ chopper looms large and proud in a gleaming
silver tone. The side is engraved with the words Sacriﬁce •
Mateship • Pride and serve as a reminder that the courage of
these men will always be appreciated. The reverse of the case is
etched with a touching quote recalling the mateship and courage
which deﬁned a generation of veterans.

([FHSWLRQDO9DOXH,PPHDVXUDEOH6LJQLÀFDQFH
The perfect way to show your remembrance, this magniﬁcent
watch can be yours for just 5 instalments of $49.99 or $249.95,
plus $19.99 postage and handling, and backed by our 120-day
guarantee. Strong demand is expected, so respond today. Send
no money now. Just return the coupon or go online today at
www.bradford.com.au/veterans

For quickest delivery, order online:
www.bradford.com.au/veterans

Lest We Forget
Quoting promotion code:

EXPERTLY
ENGRAVED!

93501

©2017 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617
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A delicately hand-crafted brooch honouring
those who served our nation courageously

An elegant symbol of life’s fragility, the poppy makes a fitting tribute to
those who laid down their lives in service of our great nation. Now you can
honour a loved one who served with the “Flanders Field Poppy Brooch,” a
tasteful fine jewellery exclusive from The Bradford Exchange.
Inspired by Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae’s epic poem In Flanders
Field, this stunning treasure features 18K gold-plated accents to create a
truly opulent look. Six radiant Swarovski crystals rest in the centre of
the bloom which is entirely hand-enamelled in a red to capture the lifelike
vibrancy of the poppy. The brooch is accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity reproducing McCrae’s In Flanders Field poem as a beautiful
finishing touch.

Superb Value. Money-Back Guarantee
Available for a limited time, this brooch is exceptional value at just $99.98,
which can be yours in 2 easy, interest-free instalments of $49.99, plus
$9.99 postage and handling, backed by our 120-day guarantee. To reserve
your brooch, send no money now. Just mail the coupon or go online today
at www.bradford.com.au/lwf
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Please Respond Promptly
YES! Please reserve the “Veterans Remembered
Watch” for me as described in this advertisement. I
understand I need pay nothing now.
YES! Please reserve the “Flander’s Field Brooch”
for me as described in this advertisement. I understand I
need pay nothing now.
Please allow up to 10 business days for delivery. All sales subject to product
availability and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may apply. Our privacy policy
is available online at www.bradford.com.au. You must be over 18 years old to apply.
From time to time, we may allow carefully screened companies to contact you. If you
would prefer not to receive such offers, please tick this box.

T

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms First Name: ____________________________

503-SAN51.01

✂

THE BRADFORD EXCHANGE

49.99

Ordering is Easy - Send No Money Now!

Surname: ___________________________________________

1.ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au

Address: ___________________________________________

promotion code: 93501 (Watch)
promotion code: 93502 (Brooch)
2.PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103

_________________________________ Postcode: _________
Phone: ____________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________________

8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri
3.MAIL no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369
Parramatta NSW 2124

